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ABSTRACT 

Study of ultraviolet AlGaN nanowires light-emitting diodes 

Davide Priante 

Ultraviolet (UV) group III-Nitride-based light emitters have been used in various applications such 

as water purification, medicine, lighting and chemical detection. Despite attractive properties 

such as bandgap tunability in the whole UV range (UV-C to UV-A), high chemical stability and 

relative low cost, the low quantum efficiency hamper the full utilization. In fact, external 

quantum efficiencies of UV devices are below 10 % for emission wavelength shorter than 350 

nm.  

This thesis aims to show alternative solutions to such problems by employing nanowires (NWs) 

structures, and target the eventual application of reliable and high power NWs-based light-

emitting devices, enabling large-scale production using the established silicon foundry processes. 

Here, we present the improvement of injection current and optical power of AlGaN NWs LEDs by 

involving a metal bilayer thin film with a dual purpose: eliminate the potential barrier for carrier 

transport, and inhibit the formation of silicide. 

We then study the AlGaN/GaN UV LED design to optimize the device structure and improve the 

LED performance. We compared multiple devices having different active region and graded 

layers’ thicknesses. Improvement on the output power was achieved for larger p-AlGaN graded 

layer and thinner p-GaN contact layer structure due to the better hole injection and lower p-GaN 

absorption.  
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The junction temperature of AlGaN-based NWs LEDs on metal bi-layer and silicon is also 

presented as a crucial parameter affecting the device efficiency, chromaticity and reliability. In 

this regard, by using the forward-voltage and peak-shift method we extracted the junction 

temperature values and confirmed the better heat dissipation in NWs grown on metal substrate. 

Finally, the origin of single and ensemble NWs current injection and injection efficiency are 

studied by treating the AlGaN NWs with KOH solution. Measurements based on conductive 

atomic force microscopy enabled a fast feedback cycle without fabricating the device. 

Despite the NWs technology is still at its infancy compared to the matured planar, we believe 

that this research effort will give important insight in advancing the AlGaN NWs devices for future 

industrial employment. 
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CHAPTER 1. Overview 
 

The fundamental breakthroughs in III-Nitride semiconductors that led to the first demonstration 

of blue LED have opened the doors to a remarkable progress in enhancing the efficiencies of such 

devices in the last decades. LEDs research has moved from research labs to being mass-produced 

in industries with billions of chip being fabricated per week. Main applications encompass 

displays, cellular phone screens, car headlights, street lighting and recently visible light 

communication. Despite this discovery advanced the light-emitting technology, visible light is 

only a small part of the spectrum of III-Nitride materials. Both infrared and ultraviolet (UV) 

emission have been studied recently. In this regard, the former has shown more attraction since 

there are only few materials being able to give UV emission and, at the same time, offer 

environmental friendly properties, wavelength tunability and high stability in harsh environment. 

UV light can be divided into 3 wavelength ranges that cover the spectrum from approximately 

190 nm to 280 nm (UV-C), 280 nm to 320 nm (UV-B) and 320 nm to 400 nm (UV-A).  UV light 

emitters have attracted large attention due to a vast range of applications that cover: 1) 

medicine, for example noninvasively and real time tissue diagnostic,[1] 2) bacteria 

disinfection[2], 3) chemical agent detection, UV-curing,[3] communication[4] and lighting[5] as 

well as excitation light sources for spectroscopy, displays and biotechnology (fig. 1). This large 

attraction to UV nitride light-emitters can be noticed from the number of published articles per 

year that reached almost 1,000 in 2014.[6] 
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Figure 1. UV light-emitting devices applications. 
 

 

1.1 Motivation 
 

Despite the remarkable progress in improving the quality and performance of UV III-Nitride 

materials, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE), external quantum efficiency (EQE) and wall plug 

efficiency (WPE) of such devices remains relatively low and limit their full utilization. The main 

reasons of such low efficiencies is the high density of dislocations and residual strain that cause 

internal cracking and consequent increase in non-radiative recombination centers within the 

material. Moreover, the internal polarization fields (spontaneous and piezoelectric) of several 

MV/cm[7] causes the large band bending and the subsequent reduction in electron and hole 

wavefunction in the light emitters active region (so-called Quantum Confined Stark Effect 

(QCSE)), preventing high device performance. 

In general, the wall plug efficiency can be described by the following equation: 

𝑊𝑃𝐸 =
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝐼 × 𝑉
=  𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸

ħ𝜔

𝑒 × 𝑉 
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Where Pout is the output power, I the injected current, V the voltage, ηEQE the EQE and ħω the 

photon energy. ηEQE can then be represented as  

𝜂𝐸𝑄𝐸 =  𝜂𝐼𝑄𝐸 × 𝜂𝐿𝐸𝐸 × 𝜂𝐼𝑁𝐽 

where ηIQE, ηLEE and ηINJ are the IQE, LEE and injection efficiency. 

Currently, due to the limiting factors summarized above, the best UV-B and UV-C LED show an 

EQE of maximum 10%. Figure 2 shows the EQE state of the art achieved by different companies 

over the UV spectrum. 

 

Figure 2. State of the art external quantum efficiency in the UV range[8] 
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To circumvent some of the above-mentioned issues, nanostructures have recently been used as 

defect-free, large extraction efficient and low-polarization emitting-devices, which could be an 

alternative to the current planar technology. Though studies on UV III-Nitride light-emitters are 

relatively recent, some research groups have already demonstrated promising internal quantum 

efficiencies as well as extraction efficiency. However, several missing points need to be 

considered to achieve high-efficiency devices. 

 

1.2 Thesis contribution 
 

Low output power and low carrier injection efficiency have always been considered the main 

issues in UV light emitting devices. This thesis summarizes my work on UV AlGaN NWs LEDs 

towards higher injection and power efficiency, and aims to address some of the missing research 

topics with the following contributions: 

1) Improvement of NWs homogeneity and current injection by metal substrate engineering for 

obtaining enhanced optical output power devices. Intensive optimization and elemental mapping 

is carried out to prevent materials substrate interdiffusion and achieve thick, highly conductive 

metal substrate for the subsequent growth of AlGaN NWs LEDs. 

More than 2 × improvement in current injection is achieved for the device on metal substrate 

compared to the common silicon-substrate device. 

2) Optimization of the internal device structure and the starting growth-front of UV AlGaN NWs 

light emitters. The device design is based on substitution of the conventional high-absorption p-

GaN layer with the large bandgap p-AlGaN as well as insertion of graded p-AlGaN layer for better 
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hole injection. Comparison of the devices is performed. Stability and reliability tests are also 

executed to understand the failure mechanism of the devices.  

3) Study of the junction temperature of AlGaN UV LEDs. The optical power, the quantum 

efficiency and the device reliability are highly influenced by the junction temperature, hence an 

understanding of the thermal properties as a function of injection current is of primary 

importance; a comparison between devices grown on silicon and metal substrate is performed 

to comprehend the metal involvement with this phenomenon. Lower junction temperature is 

achieved using multiple methods and simulation. Moreover, the overall device temperature, 

analyzed using Infrared camera, confirmed the results. 

4) In-depth study of single NWs LEDs using atomic force microscopy. Studying single NWs is of 

fundamental importance in order to understand the overall behavior of the device. A comparison 

between KOH treated NWs and un-treated samples was performed. 10 × enhancement in current 

injection and lower surface potential for the KOH-treated samples resulted from this study. The 

characterization of the full devices confirmed the previous study. 

5) Fabrication and characterization of AlGaN-based NWs photodetector (PD) on metal substrate. 

Despite the relatively low responsivity, this constituted the first demonstration of AlGaN NWs PD 

on metal substrate. 
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1.3 Thesis outline 
 

A brief overview of large-bandgap III-nitride semiconductors and devices has been described in 

chapter 1 along with the significance and motivation of the thesis.  

Chapter 2 gives an introduction of the planar and NWs UV AlGaN-based materials. It describes 

the fundamental properties and their utilization at the device level. Moreover, it presents a 

detailed literature review of the AlGaN NWs light-emitting devices and the efforts made by 

various groups to overcome the issues. 

Chapter 3 describes the experimental methods used to characterize the AlGaN NWs both at the 

material and device level. Optical and electrical setups are introduced as well as the simulation 

software. However, due to the experimental nature of the thesis, they are not intensively 

described. 

Chapter 4 shows the development of AlGaN NWs on metal substrate and describes a technique 

used to overcome the fundamental challenges that researchers have been facing while growing 

such nanostructures on metal films. In this regard, we introduced a Ti/TaN pre-orienting 

layer/diffusion barrier to improve the overall band alignment and the LED carrier injection across 

metal/silicon, while successfully addressing the associated interface interdiffusion. 

Chapter 5 describes the design and optimization of AlGaN/GaN NWs structure to improve the 

LED performance. Recombination rates and band alignment are simulated and the devices 

characteristics are tested to confirm the enhanced performance. Moreover, the stability and 

reliability are analyzed employing fittings based on the ABC model. This enabled a deeper 

understanding of the degradation mechanism and material quality of the nanostructures. 
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Chapter 6 focuses on studying the diode junction temperature of AlGaN-based NWs LED on metal 

bi-layer compared to NWs on silicon, towards better heat dissipation and overall device 

efficiency. The forward voltage and the peak-shift methods are described as techniques to extract 

the junction temperature values. Moreover, simulation on both structures are performed to 

highlight the reduced heat source density and better heat dissipation of the AlGaN NWs LED on 

metal. 

Chapter 7 shows the characterization of AlGaN NWs by using conductive atomic force microscopy 

(cAFM). This is envisioned as powerful electrical characterization technique to enable rapid 

investigation cycles and the routine implementation is expected to provide immediate statistical 

feedback of the nanoscale and macroscopic electrical properties of the grown samples prior to 

the full device fabrication round. KOH-treated samples are compared to as-grown ones to show 

the improved current injection and potential barrier at the metal-semiconductor interface. 

Moreover, the injection efficiencies of fabricated LEDs are studied and compared. 

Chapter 8 shows preliminary results on solar-blind AlGaN-base NWs PD grown on metal bi-layer. 

Responsivity and sensitivity values are measured and, despite the technology infancy of such 

devices, a brief discussion on the future outlook is provided. 

Finally, chapter 9 concludes the thesis by highlighting the scientific impact of this work. It is 

followed by future recommendation and eventual applications based on AlGaN NWs 

optoelectronic devices. 
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CHAPTER 2. Background and literature review 
 

2.1 III-nitride crystal structure and material properties 
 

Among the nitride materials, AlxGa1-xN structures are ideally suited for UV applications due to 

their wavelength tunability from 200 nm to 400 nm by changing the Al concentration.  

The lattice constant of the nitrides is calculated considering that each crystal forms a cubic lattice, 

hence the lattice constant can be calculated as: 

 

𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑐 =  √√3 × 𝑎𝑤
2 × 𝑐𝑤

3

 

 

Where 𝑎𝑤 and 𝑐𝑤 are the a-axis and c-axis of the lattice of the wurtzite structure. 

Figure 3 shows the lattice constants of III-V semiconductor and the corresponding bandgap 

energies and wavelength. 
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Figure 3. Lattice constant vs  bandgap energy for III nitride semiconductors[9] 
 
 

The AlGaN equilibrium structure is the wurtzite where all the atoms are tetrahedrally coordinated 

with atoms of the opposite type.  

 

Figure 4. (a) Wurtzite structure and (b) wurtzite planes. (images taken from public domain File:Wurtzite 
polyhedra.png-Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) 
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The wurtzite structure is represented in Fig. 4 (a) and is made of two hexagonal close packed 

lattices perpendicular to the substrate (c-direction). The lattice constants are a = b ≠ c and the 

lattice angles are α = β = 90° and γ = 120°. For the case of GaN and AlN, a = 3.19 Å and 3.11 Å and 

c = 5.185 Å and 4.98 Å respectively. It is noted that in such compounds the ratio c/a varies from 

the ideal value, denoting some degree of distortion. Figure 4 (b) shows the different 

crystallographic plane of the wurtzite structure. Most of the III-nitride LEDs and lasers have c-

orientation (polar), however research has also focused on semipolar (a and r planes) and non-

polar (m-plane) due to the decrease of polarization field and QCSE. Two types of crystal polarity 

are present in the wurtzite crystal structure as it is variant with the inversion alongside the c-axis. 

This means that the nitrogen atoms and the metal atoms exchange each other, causing the so-

called ‘polarity’ (or crystallographic polarity) where the c-direction is the polar direction. Figure 

4 (a) shows the [0 0 0 1] and [0 0 0 -1] direction that can be explained as parallel to the Ga-N bond 

pointing towards the N atom and the Ga atom respectively. Therefore, films grown along the [0 

0 0 1] or [0 0 0 -1] direction are Ga- or N-polar. This will be of essential importance when I will be 

talking about the III-V NWs growth and device design.  

Before, I mentioned the spontaneous polarization in III-V semiconductor and its detrimental 

effect on the band bending. Such polarization field comes from the partly ionic bond between 

the nitrogen anions and the metal cations (although the chemical bonds in III-V materials are 

mainly covalent). Such polarization vector points towards the [0 0 0 -1] direction that is parallel 

and anti-parallel to the growth direction of N-polar and Ga-polar films. 

Table 1 summarizes the main properties of III-nitride semiconductor. 
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Table 1. III-nitride properties of wurtzite structure 

 

Property AlN GaN InN 

Lattice constant a = 3.11 Å 
c = 4.98 Å 

a = 3.19 Å 
c = 5.185 Å 

a = 3.55 Å 
c = 5.76 Å 

Energy gap 6.2 eV 3.44 eV 0.65 eV 

Thermal expansion 
coefficient (×10-6K-1) 

α  ⃦ - 4.2 
α⊥ - 5.3 

α  ⃦ - 5.59 (300-900 K) 
α⊥ - 3.17 (300-700 K) 

α  ⃦ - 2.7 – 3.7  
α⊥ - 3.4 – 5.7  

Young modulus (Gpa) C11 = 398 
C12 = 140 
C13 = 127 
C33 = 382 

C11 = 396 
C12 = 144 
C13 = 100 
C33 = 392 

C11 = 271 
C12 = 124 
C13 = 94 
C33 = 200 

Index of refraction 1.9 – 2.2 2.5 – 2.6 – 

Thermal conductivity 
(W cm-1 K-1) 

2.8  1.33 0.8 

Melting point (K) 2200 2791 2146 

 

2.2 Polarization and quantum-confined Stark effects 
 

As mentioned above the polarization fields are unfavorable for light emitters as they hamper the 

electronic and optical properties of the devices, reducing their performances. In the wurtzite 

crystal structure, spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization fields are caused by the partly ionic 

bond, which causes a small crystal distortion, and the presence of strain, respectively. In Ga-polar 

films the spontaneous polarization PSP is parallel (from the substrate to the surface) to growth 

direction (positive z-direction). On the other hand, in N-polar films, PSP is antiparallel to growth 

direction.  
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Nowadays, most of the III-nitride planar crystals are grown Ga-polar while most of the NWs are 

N-polar. However, this depends on the growth conditions and polarity that can be ‘easily’ 

interchanged. 

Piezoelectric polarization is another phenomenon that needs to be taken into account. Since the 

piezoelectric polarization field PPE is related to the internal crystal strain, it can be described as 

the nonzero elements of the crystal strain tensor as follow: 

 

휀𝑥𝑥 =  휀𝑦𝑦 =
𝑎 − 𝑎0

𝑎0
,   휀𝑧𝑧 =  −2

𝐶13

𝐶33
휀𝑥𝑥 

 

where a, a0, C13 and C33 are the equilibrium and strained values of the in-plane lattice constant 

and the elastic constants. The piezoelectric polarization is then expressed as: 

 

𝑃𝑃𝐸 =  ±2휀𝑥𝑥 (𝑒31 − 𝑒33  
𝐶13

𝐶33
) 

where, depending on the metal or nitrogen polarity there is a plus or minus sign. For the specific 

cases of GaN, AlN and InN in metal-polar condition, the term within the brackets is negative, 

therefore PPE results negative (polarization vector points the substrate) while in N-polar condition 

it is positives, as summarized in fig. 5.  
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Figure 5. Polarization fields directions and interface polarization charge distribution signs in GaN and AlGaN 
structures[10]  

 

Changes in the normal component of the polarization field, ΔP, causes the formation of fixed 

charges at the heterointerfaces with density σP = -ΔP and the subsequent carrier separation due 

to band banding. In the case of multiple quantum wells structures, the continuity equation of the 

displacement flux through the different interfaces can be expressed as: 

 

휀𝑤𝐹𝑤 + 𝑃𝑤 = 휀𝑏𝐹𝑏 + 𝑃𝑏  

 

where w and b stay for well and barrier and ε, F and P are the permittivities of the materials, the 

built-in electric field and the sum of spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization fields. Fw and Fb 

are given by: 

𝐹𝑤 =  
(𝑃𝑏 −  𝑃𝑤)𝐿𝑏

휀𝑏𝐿𝑤 + 휀𝑤𝐿𝑏
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𝐹𝑏 =  
(𝑃𝑤 −  𝑃𝑏)𝐿𝑤

휀𝑏𝐿𝑤 +  휀𝑤𝐿𝑏
  

 

Solved in the limit of an infinitely periodic structure and with the voltage drop across the layers, 

it is equal to zero (Fw Lw  + Fw Lw  = 0, L being the layer thickness). Figure 6 shows the multiple 

quantum well band bending and the misaligned electron-hole wavefunctions that cause lower 

absorption and emission intensity. Large field values of few MV·cm-1 are usually involved in c-

plane III-nitride structures causing the so-called quantum-confined Stark effects (QCSE) where 

the gap between conduction band minima and valence band maxima is reduced (red-shift) by Fw. 

 

 

Figure 6. The electronic band structure of quantum well under applied bias showing QCSE. Effective bandgap 
narrowing and spatial separation of electron and hole wave functions. 
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 The QCSE was first reported by Miller et al.[11] in the context of GaAs-AlGaAs quantum well 

structures with electric field applied perpendicular to the layers. Though, researchers achieved 

high-efficiency NWs based LEDs,[12, 13] avoiding the strain and polarization induced internal 

electric fields, QCSE at the interface of quantum disk/dot and barrier, remains challenging. In III-

nitride based quantum wells, the internal piezoelectric fields of 1.2 MV·cm-1  [14] decreases the 

overlap of electron and hole wave functions. This spatial separation of wavefunctions causes the 

QCSE that has been widely reported for III-V metal-polar quantum well based devices.[14-16] The 

QCSE characteristics of conventional III-nitride nanostructures grown along c-direction can be 

moderately suppressed in the NWs geometry because of the large surface-to-volume ratio. 

Several efforts have been made to understand the QCSE for GaN/InGaN based LEDs, but there 

were limited studies on GaN/AlN or GaN/AlGaN-based UV LEDs.[17, 18] In this regards, Leroux et 

al. reported an internal electric field strength of 0.45 MV/cm in AlGaN/GaN structures by varying 

the well thickness. Due to the unstrained GaN well, they attributed the origin of such field to the 

spontaneous polarization difference between well and barrier, being the latter mostly affected 

by the piezoelectric field.[15] Similarly, Lefebvre et al.[19] studied the well and barrier thickness-

dependent excitonic recombination dynamic and found it to depend on the built-in electric field. 

The Al composition is known to play a crucial role on the internal electric field. Fig. 7 (a – c) shows 

the linear relation between the Al content and the electric field in AlGaN/GaN quantum 

barrier/wells. Fields in the range of 1 MV/cm were reported for 25% Al,[20] from low 

temperature photoluminescence studies. A higher electric field of 5 – 8 MV/cm was calculated 

by Ng et al. for a AlGaN/GaN with Al composition of 0.8, with large red-shift from 

photoluminescence study.[21] Time-resolved photoluminescence was also adapted to study the 
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variation of the QCSE as a function of the well thickness. As expected, the QCSE is less prominent 

for larger thickness, due to the lower biexciton binding energy and quantum confinement. Other 

than simple quantum well/quantum barrier studies, the piezoelectric effects on AlGaN/GaN laser 

structures were also analyzed by mean of simulation. The piezoelectric effects affect the device 

performance (C1-HH1 and C1-LH1 gain transitions) at relatively low carrier density (< 10 × 1019 

cm-3), meaning that the free carrier screening effect is not prominent. However, above this 

threshold, a flat-band configuration was obtained.[22] In order to suppress the QCSE, AlGaN/GaN 

structures were grown on semi-polar and non-polar substrates, hence growing the material with 

a growth axis perpendicular to the (0001) substrate axis. Improved photoluminescence was 

achieved comparing structures grown on (0001) and (112̅0) with a 20 to 30 times enhancement 

for the latter, signifying the reduction of internal field.[23] Strong red-shift and reduced 

photoluminescence intensity was obtained for AlGaN/GaN structures grown on c-plane sapphire, 

compared to m-plane GaN substrates with internal electric fields as high as 1.23 MV/cm for the 

former.[24]  

 

Figure 7. (a) Built-in electric field as a function of Al composition in AlGaN/GaN quantum well structure.[20] (b) 
Calculated binding energy in AlGaN/GaN structure vs. GaN well thickness at different electric field. (c) Electric field 
as a function of barrier thickness for the same structure as Fig. 11(b).[25] 
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2.3 Dislocations in AlGaN materials 
 

Though the GaAs- and GaP-based devices require defect densities in the range of 105 cm-2 to 

properly function, GaN-based light emitting devices can operate even with defect densities of 

1011 cm-2 due to carrier localization[26]. However, these defects are detrimental for the optimum 

device performances as they can increase the leakage currents (especially in visible wavelength 

LEDs[27]), reduce the of UV LEDs efficiency[28] and decrease the laser diode lifetimes.[29] 

Three types of dislocations can be identified as edge (a-type), mixed (a+c-type) and screw (c-

type) dislocation and can be expressed as Burgers vectors: 

 

𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 = 1
3⁄ 〈1 1 2̅ 0〉       𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 = 1

3⁄ 〈1 1 2̅ 3〉       𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑤 = 1
3⁄ 〈0 0 0 1〉 

 

The defect density across the structure is directly related to the epitaxial growth of the materials 

on the designated substrate. Due to optical and thermal properties, as well as costs, sapphire is 

commonly used as a substrate for the growth of III-nitride light emitting devices. However, the 

large lattice and thermal mismatch hamper their performances. For the case of the lattice 

constants, sapphire and AlN show a 13 % mismatch that causes high density of threading 

dislocation at the substrate/AlN interface and it then propagates towards the device active region 

lowering the internal quantum efficiency (fig. 8).  
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Figure 8. IQE as a function of threading dislocation density for a AlGaN-based LED[30] 
 
 
 

Moreover, due to the higher sticking coefficient and lower surface mobility of Al adatoms, AlGaN 

epitaxial growth is more challenging compared to the GaN counterpart, having larger adatoms 

mobility. For this reason, the growth of AlGaN material results in 3-D islands as Al adatoms are 

incapable of moving from their point of impact to energy favorable places. As the islands merge 

with each other, high-density defects such as grain boundaries and dislocations grow (so-called 

‘mosaic model’[31]), with densities in the range of 1010 – 1011 cm-2 for AlN, much higher 

compared to GaN (108 cm-2).[32]  

Another theory, (‘nucleation model’), that have been supported by TEM and AFM studies,[33] 

suggests that the threading dislocations nucleate in the low-temperature nucleation layer and 

they then extend in the subsequent layers.  

Regarding the techniques used to reduce the threading dislocation in the device active region, 

we can find the growth of superlattices,[34] insertion layers[35], growth of graded layers[36] 

and temperature and nitrogen controlled growth.[35, 37] 
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2.4 Efficiency droop 
 

The term ‘efficiency droop’ refers to the reduction in LED efficiency when the current injection 

increases. Despite this phenomenon is very pronounced in blue and green LEDs, it also relatively 

affects UV devices. Figure 9 shows the drop in efficiency with injection current for 3 LEDs. The 

drop in efficiency is marginally due to the increase in bias and device heating, though the main 

reason is the reduction in IQE. The are many theories about the real causes of the droop such as 

Auger recombination[38], carrier delocalization[39, 40], electron leakage[41], tunneling[42] and 

low carrier injection.[43, 44] However, there is still no real evidence of the origin of this problem. 

For the special case of UV light emitters, the droop is less prominent and the reason might be the 

reduced Auger recombination due to the larger bandgap compared to visible LEDs. 

The IQE can be expressed as the ratio between the injected current that leads to radiative 

recombination in the active region and the total current: 

 

𝐼𝑄𝐸 =  
𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝐼
=

𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑑 +  𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡
 

 

where Ilost is the current that gets lost in other processes. If Ilost becomes larger than Irad, the 

efficiency droop happens. Ilost includes the carrier losses due to SRH recombination, Auger 

recombination and carrier leakage outside the quantum wells. Hence, the total current can be 

expressed as: 

𝐼 =  𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑑 +  𝐼𝑆𝑅𝐻 +  𝐼𝐴𝑢𝑔𝑒𝑟 + 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘  
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Inside the quantum wells, the carrier recombination can be expressed as: 

 

𝐼𝑄𝑊 =  𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑑 +  𝐼𝑆𝑅𝐻 + 𝐼𝐴𝑢𝑔𝑒𝑟 = 𝑞𝑉𝑄𝑊(𝐴𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛2 + 𝐶𝑛3) 

 

where q is the charge and VQW is the total volume of the quantum well. A, B, C are the three 

recombination coefficients of SRH, radiative and higher order recombination (such as Auger) and 

n is the particle involved.  

The leakage current can be represented by[43] 

 

𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 =  𝛼(𝐼𝑄𝑊)2 

 

If we combine the first equation with the one above, we can rewrite the IQE as: 

 

𝐼𝑄𝐸 =  
𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑗 + 𝐵𝑛2

𝐴𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛2 + 𝐶𝑛3
 

 

For InGaN quantum wells, the recombination coefficients are in the order of 107 (s-1) (A), 10-11 

(cm3s-1) (B) and 10-30 (cm6s-1) (C). Due to the higher bandgap of AlGaN, compared to InGaN, one 

would expect a lower value of C, hence making Auger recombination negligible. However, this is 

still under debate as peaks for inter-band Auger recombination have been measured for 2.5 eV 

InGaN materials.[45] 
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Figure 9. Efficiency droop for visible and UV LEDs.[46] 

 
 

2.5 Planar AlGaN LEDs  
 

A number of groups and companies have reported high EQE in the near UV region, though the 

maximum values in the range from 280 to 350 nm are still between 2 % and 6 %.[47-57] These 

values drop even further when the wavelength goes below 250 nm with optical powers of few 

nW. The shortest UV-C wavelength has been reported at 210 nm from an AlN LED.[58] Rather 

than these works, other groups are recently working on AlGaN[59-63] and InAlGaN[49, 64, 65] in 

the 222 – 280 nm region as well as on deep UV AlN-based devices.[58, 66] 

Despite the great work (see Table 2) and high EQE values obtained in the near UV region, 

technology on UV-A to C devices is still in an early stage and many issues need to be addressed 

to reach high-performance light emitters.  
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Substrates are thought to be the main cause of the low efficiency with AlN and AlGaN being the 

best candidate to solve these issues thanks to the low defect densities, low lattice mismatch and 

good thermal properties. However, current AlN and AlGaN substrates are not optimum due to 

the high absorption coefficient and prohibitive cost for large-scale application. 

With the lack of lattice-matched substrates, selective-area of AlN and AlGaN has emerged as 

possible solution for crack-free and dislocation-free films, despite the slow lateral growth and the 

propensity to stick at the mask of Al compounds. This consists on the AlGaN lateral overgrowth 

in a patterned template using a dielectric mask with the material growing laterally over the 

mask.[67] To solve this issue, a maskless cantilever growth approach was employed so that the 

dielectric mask was not needed.[68] Other groups have reported the lateral overgrowth with 

various Al contents and further demonstrated the reduction in defect density.[69, 70] 

Lateral overgrowth and operating UV LEDs have also been reported using AlN layers for an 

emission wavelength of 290 nm.[71]  

Another approach consists on the growth of extremely thick (so-called quasi-bulk substrates) AlN 

and AlGaN buffer layers using hydride vapour phase epitaxy (HVPE) with growth rates of 

approximately 100 μmh–1. UV LEDs have been reported to use this technique with the growth of 

AlN on sapphire. Higher stability compared to classical approaches has been demonstrated, due 

to the low dislocation density, large total thickness and improved heat dissipation.[72] 

P-type doping is another field that many groups have been working on as it consists of a major 

problem in terms of absorption and injection efficiency. As an alternative to the high-absorption 

p-GaN contact layer, researchers have focused on transparent p-AlGaN.[73] However, p-AlGaN 

increases the overall bandgap and in turn the turn on voltage of the devices. Therefore, p-doped 
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AlGaN/GaN superlattices have been used to improve the vertical and horizontal conduction and 

to demonstrate UV-A LEDs.[74] Moreover, Mg  δ-doping has been employed to improve the hole 

conduction while maintaining the same hole mobility.[75]  

As previously mentioned, the high polarization fields within the III-nitride structures causes the 

QCSE and as a consequence, reduction in recombination efficiency. All of the devices mentioned 

so far are grown on c-plane substrate. However, in order to reduce such polarization fields, 

researchers started growing the materials on semipolar (such as <1 0 -1 1>) and non-polar (such 

as <1 0 -1 0> and <1 1 -2 0>) substrates.[76] UV- LEDs on semipolar sapphire substrates [77, 78] 

and laser  diodes  grown  on semipolar and non-polar AlGaN and GaN substrates [79, 80] were 

demonstrated to have reduced QCSE.  

 

Table 2. Summary of the UV LEDs achievement. 

 

Key achievement Author, year 

GaN growth on AlN buffer layer Amano et al. 1986[81] 

p-type GaN using electron irradiation Amano et al. 1989[82] 

AlGaN/GaN quantum well first demonstration Khan et al. 1990[83] 

MOCVD GaN deposition at low temperature Nakamura et al. 1991[84] 

AlGaN/GaN multi-quantum well LED demonstration Han et al. 1998[85] 

First UV LED on GaN emitting at 352 nm Nishida et al. 2001[5] 

First 340 nm UV LED Adivarahan et al. 2001[86] 

First 305 nm UV LED Khan et al. 2001[87] 

Crack-free AlGaN on AlN/AlGaN superlattice Zhang et al. 2002[88] 

First UV-C LED at 285 nm Adivarahan et al. 2002[89] 
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First GaN-free UV-A LED Morita et al. 2002[90] 

First 280 nm LED Yasan et al. 2002[91] 

First 269 nm LED Adivarahan et al. 2004[52] 

First 254 nm LED Wu et al. 2004[59] 

First 250 nm LED Adivarahan et al. 2004[92] 

First 210 nm LED Taniyasu et al. 2006[58] 

214 nm laser emission Shatalov et al. 2006[93] 

 

 

2.6 III-nitride NWs  
 

Research in III-V NW-like structures started in the 1990s when Hitachi scientists demonstrated 

the first p-n junction nanowhiskers.[94, 95] This was only the starting point as in the late 1990s 

the semiconductor NWs field became one of the most active research areas. Figure 10 shows the 

trend of the NWs works published since 2000. 

For NWs, we intend quasi 1-dimensional structures with a diameter of approximately 100 nm. It 

is still not completely clear the difference between NWs and nanorods. Some groups pinpoint on 

the length, others on the diameter. From now on, I will refer to NWs with structures having a 

diameter of ~100 nm a length from couple of 100 nm to few microns (our NWs will be max 500 

nm tall).  
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Figure 10. Number of NW papers published per year since 2000.  

 

 

Some of the problems encountered in the thin film structures, have already been solved by such 

nanostructures. Firstly, the growth on lattice mismatched substrates such as Si,[96] sapphire [97] 

and metals [98] maintaining free-defect properties. This can be considered as a main 

achievement due to the highly defective thin films and its continuous research for high efficient 

devices.  Moreover, NWs enable lattice strain relaxation due to the large surface free area that 

reduces the misfit dislocations as well as the piezoelectric polarization field.[99, 100] 

NWs can also act as waveguides for the light without the need of lenses or sophisticated 

reflectors. In this regard, NWs are suitable for cost-effective photonics and electronics 

integration on silicon such as photonic circuits or miniaturized sensors.  
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For the specific case of III-nitride NWs, a lot has been achieved. From LEDs [96, 101] to 

lasers,[102-104] PDs,[105, 106] photogenerators [107, 108] and solar cells.[109, 110] High 

efficiency and long lifetime GaN-based NWs LEDs have been demonstrated from UV to visible 

wavelength for applications such as displays and solid state lighting. 45 % IQE[111] has been 

achieved for InGaN/GaN NWs LED compared to 5 % for the planar counterpart, due to the 

refractive index contrast and the low escape cone. Moreover, high reflection from the silicon 

substrate as well as scattering, increase the LEE. Different is the case of III-nitride UV NWs where 

the efficiency remains low.  

 

2.6.1 QCSE in III-nitride NWs 
 

In order to understand the role of the internal piezoelectric field induced QCSE on 

photoluminescence peak position of quantum disk embedded in NWs, one must determine the 

direction of the electric field, which is related with the strain, induced polarization. 

For AlGaN (QDs) / AlN (barrier) system, strain induced polarization is positive (Pc > 0) pointing 

along [0001]. Consequently, the direction of the piezoelectric field in the N-polar (metal-polar) 

devices directs along [0001̅] ([0001]). Thereby, for AlGaN-based UV devices, the direction of 

internal electric field induced by the piezo-polarization points from the substrate to surface for 

N-polar, whereas it points surface to substrate for metal-polar devices. 

 Therefore, the QCSE has deleterious effects on the device performance by reducing the rate of 

recombination of polar materials, whereas it has less impact on cubic and non-polar wurtzite 

devices. In terms of nanostructures, J. Renard and co-workers [112] demonstrated that the 
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existence of the QCSE for the polar GaN/AlN axial heterostructures in NWs using temperature-

dependent photoluminescence and single-photon correlation measurements. They reported 

that the magnitude of QCSE is small as compared with that of two-dimensional structures, which 

was ascribed to the reduction in piezoelectric polarization accompanied by the elastic relaxation. 

Songmuang et al. [18] reported the photoluminescence transition energy as a function of both 

the quantum dot height and the Al mole fraction in the barriers, as well as the evolution of the 

decay time as a function of the quantum dot height. Thereby, they found that a built-in electric 

field is remarkably smaller than the value expected from the spontaneous polarization. On the 

other hand, C. Y. Wang et al. [113] observed the suppression of QCSE for nanorod-based device 

structures formed by a top-down approach. Later, the coexistence of QCSE along with localized 

states for InGaN/GaN nanowire heterostructure having the emission centered at around 2.5 eV 

was demonstrated.[13]  

 

Figure 11. (a) Photoluminescence spectra above GaN emission. The shifting and fixed (strained GaN related) spectral 
features are labeled with numbers 1 and 2, respectively. The inset shows the schematic representation of a single 
NW excited with a laser line.[114] (b) The direction of internal piezo and external electric field with respect to the 

[0001̅] direction of N-polar wurtzite crystal structure.[115]  
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 J. Müßener et al. [114] reported the direct analysis of polarization-induced internal electric fields 

in single GaN/Al0.3Ga0.7N nanodiscs embedded in GaN/AlN nanowire heterostructures. 

Superposition of an external electric field with different polarity results in compensation or 

enhancement of the QCSE in the nanodiscs. As shown in Fig. 11(a), a blue shift (red-shift) in PL 

emission energy and an increase (decrease) in PL intensity was observed for positive (negative) 

bias, i.e., for compensation (enhancement) of the polarization-induced internal electric field and 

the resulting QCSE. The results revealed the nanowire hetero structures crystal polarity (N-face) 

and allowed determination of the strength of the internal electric fields of 1.5 MV/cm. By field-

dependent analysis of the low temperature PL energy and intensity, we proved the [0001̅]-

polarity of the NWs and determined the internal electric field strength of 1.5 MV/cm. Tangi et al. 

[115] reported the bias dependent PL exhibiting opposite shifts in contrast to that of the planar 

quantum well structures, which was attributed to the change of the direction of piezoelectric 

field for N-polar NWs (Fig. 11(b)). Furthermore, the blue shift of PL with increasing excitation 

power reveals the suppression of QCSE resulting from the photo-generated carriers. Thus, the 

NWs ensemble LED device results are in good agreement with the single nanowire device in terms 

of the bias controlled photoluminescence shifts and variation of the intensity. Carnevale et al. 

[116] observed electroluminescence peaks at various wavelength from 250 nm in Al0.8Ga0.2N 

quantum disk LEDs to 360 nm in GaN QDs LEDs. The conductivity and EL showed slight variation 

with temperature, verifying that the electrons and holes are polarization-induced, rather than 

thermally ionized from impurities. Since polarization charge is built into the unit cell, the NW 

doping profile in the devices, in the absence of impurity doping is uniform unlike impurity-doped 

NWs.  
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2.6.2 III-nitride UV LEDs and lasers 

 

The current UV NWs light emitters are based on ZnO or ZnO/GaN heterojunction.[117-120] 

However, there are many drawbacks in such structures such as the uncontrolled wavelength 

emission due to the unstable p-type doping, high operating voltage, high resistance and low 

carrier confinement. Therefore, as an alternative, researchers started looking into AlxGa1-xN 

structures. As mentioned above, the wavelength can be easily tuned by changing the Al 

composition and p-doping issues can be addressed by structure design such as employing grading 

layers, p-doped AlGaN/GaN superlattices or by using tunnel junctions.[121-123] 

70 % LEE for AlGaN has been recently reported by Z. Mi’s group based on a simulation work, 

thanks to scattering and light reabsorption mechanism. On the other hand, high IQE has been 

experimentally achieved for both AlGaN [124] and AlN,[125] despite the presence of non-

radiative recombination centers that affect the NWs surface and that consiss in the main cause 

of low IQE. This has been solved due to the AlGaN core shell around the NWs that acts as a 

passivation layer. Moreover, by structure engineering such as inserting a tunnel junction, 

excellent works have been reported. 3.37 % EQE has been achieved for UV-A devices [126] as 

well as 0.37 mW optical power output for AlGaN UV-C, with a 0.012 % EQE at 242 nm emission 

wavelength.[127] At 275 nm, 8 mW with 0.4 % EQE has been reported again by Z. Mi group.[128] 

Table 3 summarizes the UV AlGaN NWs LED achievement. 

The problem with these short wavelengths is that the more the Al composition increases, the 

more defects are created and low IQE is obtained. In addition, the dominating emission is TM 

(transfer magnetic) polarized in c-plane AlGaN with high Al content. This happens because the 
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wurtzite AlN and GaN crystals have three different valence bands at the Brillouin zone center. In 

fact, at the Τ point, the degeneracy of the p-like states is raised by both crystal-field splitting and 

spin-orbit splitting. In this regard, AlN and GaN have opposite crystal-field splitting energy, being 

the AlN one negative. This causes the AlN splitoff hole band to be the highest in energy, compared 

to the heavy hole and light hole bands, as it is governed by pz-like states. Therefore, the 

polarization in this structure changes. In this case the electric field is parallel to the c-axis but 

most of the light emitted is TM polarized, hence travelling perpendicular to the NWs growth 

direction. However, it has been demonstrated that, despite highly TM polarized with high Al 

content, the dominant light emission direction is from the NWs surface, due to large scattering 

among the NWs.[129] 

UV lasers is the next step to be achieved after the demonstration of LEDs. Proper electrically 

injected NWs UV lasers have not been achieved, however, electrically injected random 

lasers[130-132] at low and room temperature and optically pumped and lasers have been 

reported.[133]  

 

Table 3. Recent achievement in AlGaN-based NWs UV-LEDs. 

 

Institution 

(Year) 

Axial top structure 

(Features) 
Power EQE 

EL λ 

(nm) 
Substrate 

Turn 

on 

Sophia Univ. 

(2008)[134]  
Coalesced p-GaN   354 n-Si 4 V 

Ohio Univ. 

(2012)[116]  
Graded p-AlGaN 25 μW 5 m% 336 n-Si 4.5 V 

McGill Univ. 

(2013)[124]  
Axial p-GaN   340 n-Si 5.7 V 

Ohio Univ. 

(2014)[135]  
Graded n-AlGaN 

0.09 μW (400 mA DC) 

0.22 μW (400 mA pulsed) 
2 μ% 

250 -

290 
p-Si 6 V 

Ohio Univ. 

(2015)[136]  

Graded n-AlGaN 

(Tunnel Junction) 
100 μW (800 mA) 4-6 m% 310 p-Si 6 V 
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McGill Univ. 

(2015)[129]  
Axial p-AlGaN   207 n-Si 5.5 V 

McGill Univ. 

(2015)[125]  
Axial p-AlGaN   210 n-Si 6 V 

Ohio Univ. 

(2015)[137]  

Graded n-AlGaN 

(on Mo metal layer) 
  385 Mo/Si 7.2 V 

McGill Univ. 

(2016)[127]  

Axial n-GaN 

(Tunnel junction) 

62 μW (400 mA DC) 

370 μW (800 mA pulsed) 
12 m% 242 n-Si 8.5 V 

McGill Univ. 

(2016)[138]  
Axial p-GaN   

236 -

280 
n-Si > 5 V 

McGill Univ. 

(2016)[139]  

Coalesced p-AlGaN 

(Selective area) 
15 W/cm2  340 

GaN 

template 
3.3 V 

Ohio Univ. 

(2016)[140]  

Graded n-AlGaN 

(Tunnel Junction) 
  350 Ta foil 5 V 

KAUST 

(2017)[123]  
Coalesced p-GaN   303 n-Si 9 V 

KAUST 

(2017)[141]  

Axial p-GaN 

(on Ti metal layer) 
  337 Ti/n-Si 5.5 V 

KAUST 

(2017)[142]  

Axial p-AlGaN 

(on Ti metal layer) 
1.9 μW DC  325 Ti/TaN/Si 8 V 

McGill & 

Michigan Univ. 

(2017)[143]  

Axial p-AlGaN 0.93 W/cm2  279 Si 4.4 V 

Michigan Univ. 

(2017)[128]  

Axial n-GaN 

(Tunnel Junction) 
8 mW pulsed 0.4 % 275 Si > 5 V 

Michigan Univ. 

(2017)[144]  

Axial p-GaN 

(Selective area) 
0.07 μW  214 

GaN 

template 
7 V 

Michigan Univ. 

(2017)[145]  
Axial h-BN 0.05 μW  210 n-Si 5.5 V 

KAUST 

(2017)[146]  

Axial p-GaN 

(on Ti metal layer) 
3.2 μW  332 Ti/n-Si 5.0 V 

KAUST 

(2018)[147]  
Axial p-GaN 1.8 μW/cm2  335 n-Si 9 V 

 

Different groups have also achieved GaN-based single NW lasers. Saykally’s, Lieber’s and Li’s 

group demonstrated optically pumped single GaN NW laser and 2002, 2005 and 2007 

respectively.[148-150] Bhattacharya also reported single GaN NW laser in a photonic crystal 

cavity with a relatively low threshold of 120 kW/cm2.[151] Moreover, Yang reported a GaN NW 

ring resonator laser at room temperature.[152] Table 4 shows a summary of the III-nitride UV 

lasers. 
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Table 4. Summary of III-nitride lasers 

 

Author, year Active layer Substrate Operating 

Temperature 

Threshold Wavelength 

(nm) 

Type 

Johnson et al. 
2002[148] 

GaN c-sapphire RT 700 nJ/cm2 370-380 Fabry-Pérot 

Gradečak et al. 
2005[149] 
 

GaN c-sapphire RT 22 kW/cm2 370-378 Fabry-Pérot 

Pauzauskie et al. 
2006[152] 

GaN c-sapphire RT 75 μJ/cm2 373-380 Ring 

Hu et al. 
2007[153] 

InN silicon 20 K 70 kW/cm2 1559-1644 Fabry-Pérot 

Park et al. 
2007[150] 

GaN c-sapphire RT 1526 

kW/cm2 

370-372 Microstadium 

Qian et al. 
2008[102] 

InGaN/GaN r-sapphire RT 900 

kW/cm2 

383-478 Fabry-Pérot 

Kouno et al. 
2009[154] 

InGaN/GaN GaN/ 
c-sapphire 
template 

RT 320 

kW/cm2 

470 2-D DFB 

Heo et al. 
2011[151] 

GaN silicon RT 120 

kW/cm2 

370 Photonic 
crystal 

Das et al. 
2011[155] 

GaN silicon RT 92.5 

nJ/cm2 

366-372 Polariton 

Wu et al. 
2011[156] 

InGaN/GaN silicon 7 K 300 

kW/cm2 

553 Plasmonic 

Chang et al. 
2012[157] 

GaN GaN/ 
c-sapphire 
template 

RT 5 MW/cm2 455-470 Random 

Xu et al. 
2012[158] 

GaN c-sapphire RT 231 

kW/cm2 

367-371 Fabry-Pérot 

Xu et al. 
2012[159] 

GaN c-sapphire RT 874 

kW/cm2 

370-374 Fabry-Pérot 

Heo et al. 
2013[160] 

GaN silicon RT 625 nJ/cm2 370 Fabry-Pérot 
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Lu et al. 
2014[161] 

InGaN/GaN silicon 7-120 K 100-140 
W/cm2 

468-642 Polariton 

Frost et al. 
2014[103] 

InGaN/GaN silicon RT 1.9 kA/cm2 533 Fabry-Pérot 

Li et al. 2015[130] AlGaN silicon 6 K 12 A/cm2 320-340 Random 

Jahangir et al. 
2015[162] 

InGaN/GaN silicon RT 2.9 kA/cm2 610 Fabry-Pérot 

Zhao et al. 
2015[132] 

AlGaN silicon 77 K 200 A/cm2 262.1 Random 

Banerjee et al. 
2015[163] 

InGaN/GaN sapphire RT 8 nA 433.8 Fabry-Pérot 

Hazari et al. 
2015[164] 

InGaNGaN silicon RT 1.24 

kA/cm2 

1200 Fabry-Pérot 

Li et al. 2017[165] InGaN/GaN silicon RT 182 

kW/cm2 

391 Fabry-Pérot 

 

Due to issues such as injection efficiency that is hampered by proper semiconductor/metal 

contact, realization of high-gain active region and the known surface states problem, the 

fabrication of reliable electrical injected UV nanolasers is still a major challenge. This however, 

could offer many benefits such as large scale optoelectronics integration, low threshold and low 

consumption nanolasers. 

 

2.6.3 III-nitride NWs on metal substrate 

Most of the epitaxial III-nitride NWs are grown on silicon substrate as it is considered a cheap 

solution compared to the planar devices grown on sapphire, as well as it enables integration with 

silicon-based electronics. Despite these advantages and the good achievements in NWs light 

emitters on silicon substrate, these devices suffer from low injection current due to silicon 

resistivity and the spontaneous formation of SiNx at the substrate/NWs interface during growth. 
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In order to solve these issues and to achieve high optical output power, NWs on metal substrate 

and thin metal film have been reported. Different metals have been employed as viable solution 

for NWs nucleation such as Mo,[98, 166] brass,[167] TiN,[168] Ta,[140] and Ti [137, 141] foils and 

to demonstrate LEDs in both visible and UV wavelengths (fig. 12). 

 

 

Figure 12. SEM images of GaN NWs grown on: (a) on TiN,[168] (b) on Ti,[169] (c) on Ti, Mo, SiC and ZrB/SiC,[170] (d) 
on Ti.[137]  
 

Fabrication of LEDs on metal substrates has then been considered as a key to obtain high carrier 

injection efficiency, thanks to the metal-silicide formation that shows a relative high conductivity 

compared to the SiNx, current spreading, heat dissipation and output power. Table 5 shows the 

growth of III-nitride semiconductors on different metal substrates. 
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Table 5. III-Nitride semiconductor grown on various thin metal pre-orienting substrates 

 

Material system 
Layer thickness 

(nm) 
Device Device structure Central λ (nm) Ref. 

Ti on Si 10 – 30 - GaN 357 (UVA) [171] 

TiN/Ti on Si 1000 (Ti) - GaN 357 (UVA) [168] 

TiN/Ti on Al2O3 1300 (Ti) - GaN - [169] 

TiN on Si 50 - GaN 362 (UVA) [170] 

ZrB2 on Si 400 - GaN 362 (UVA) [170] 

Ti on Si 50 - GaN 363 (UVA) [137] 

Mo on Si 50 UV LED 10 × GaN QWs 358 (UVA) [137] 

Ti on Si 100 UV LED 10 × AlGaN/AlGaN QWs/QBs 337 (UVA) [141] 

Ti/TaN on Si 80 (Ti)/20 (TaN) UV LED 10 × AlGaN/AlGaN QWs/QBs 325 (UVA) [142] 

 

2.7. p-Contact design in light-emitting devices 
 

P-doped contacts suffer from the low ionization efficiency (high ionization energy of 100 – 600 

meV for Mg doped GaN and AlN [172, 173]) that causes low hole concentration of 1 × 10−18 cm−3. 

The higher the Al content, the lower the ionization efficiency, lowering the carrier injection of 

the device due to the high resistivity at the contact, especially at high voltage operation. 

2.7.1 p-contact layer in axial nanowire 
 

The choice of either p-GaN or p-AlGaN as top contact layer constitutes a trade-off. Despite the 

better conductivity of p-GaN, the latter absorbs UV radiation, hence hampering the light 

extraction and the overall device quantum efficiency. In this regard, p-AlGaN top layer has been 

used to reduce the absorption, increasing however, the turn-on voltage due to the higher 

material resistivity. Low N flow rate (0.4 sccm) in MBE has been used to improve the Al adatom 

surface migration resulting in improved Al/Ga composition.[138] A thin (3nm) p-GaN layer was 

used to demonstrate high-performance UV-C AlGaN and AlN axial NWs devices. Utilizing thin 

AlGaN contact layer reduces the light absorption substantially, however, introducing even higher 
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band-gap materials with better conductivity, can further enhance the device performance.  Due 

to the ultra-large bandgap (6 eV), hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is considered a promising 

candidate for the next generation of UV emitting devices. h-BN shows higher mobility and free 

hole concentration of 12 order of magnitude and 10 × respectively,[174] compared to AlN. h-BN 

contact layer was successfully demonstrated in Mg-free AlN UV-C NWs LEDs by growing it using 

an electron-beam evaporation source in nitrogen-rich condictions. With the presence of intrinsic 

B vacancies, the undoped h-BN exhibited a strong p-type conductivity, whereas the h-BN 

embedded AlN-based UV NWs UV-LED exhibited a strong emission at ∼210 nm.[145] 

2.7.2 Coalesced p-contact layer by pendeo-epitaxy 
 

Due to the issues faced in fabricating self-assembled NWs such as in-plane and out-of-plane tilt 

of crystal orientation, misorientation and height inhomogeneity, researchers adopted polymers-

based materials to planarize the NWs surface and prevent eventual device short during metal 

contact deposition. However, the high polymer UV absorbance in the UV range and the low heat 

dissipation, constitute an issue for the realization of high efficient UV devices. In this regard, 

mutually coalesced top NWs have been studied. Kishino’s group first reported such coalescence 

in GaN NWs on Si by doping the material with either Be or Mg.[175] This enhances the lateral 

growth and by increasing the Mg concentration, smooth and continuous layers can be achieved. 

Janjua et al. [123] also demonstrated the p-GaN coalescence growth in UV-A NWs LEDs, leading 

to a facile less time consuming fabrication, due to the absence of the filling polymer material. 

Moreover, UV-B NWs LEDs have also been demonstrated by similar approach. From the 

optimized PA-MBE growth of high-density, spontaneously coalesced AlGaN NWs, with a filling 

factor above 95% and having c-plane orientation was achieved as shown in Fig. 13(a). In Fig. 9(b), 
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also 15 pairs of AlGaN active regions occupying half of the volume of NWs produce a better 

opportunity for injected electrons and holes to recombine in the active regions. 

 

Figure 13.  (a) Top-view of SEM image of structures and bird-eye view of the NWs in the inset; (b) Cross-sectional 
STEM-HAADF scan shows coalescent pin AlGaN NWs including 15 pairs of Al0.3Ga0.7N / Al0.5Ga0.5N active regions (left) 
and schematics of layer structure of the nanowire LED (right).[123]  
 

Electron beam lithography has also been used to create holes on Ti layer and to subsequently 

grow uniform AlGaN NWs with coalesced top contacts.[139] In order to reduce the angle of the 

grain boundary, hexagonal openings were formed and reduction in dislocations due to the 

coalesced AlGaN layers was achieved. UV-A and UV-C devices were demonstrated with free hole 

concentration of 7.4 × 1018 cm−3. 

2.8 Tunnel junction in III-nitride NWs 
 

The first tunnel diode was invented by Esaki in 1958 with highly-doped, very narrow Ge p-n 

junction.[176] Under reverse-bias, the tunnel diode shows ohmic characteristics which means 

low resistive current path through thin n- to p-type layer. The property of tunnel junction makes 

it possible to realize multiple-stacks of various optoelectronic device structures, such as two-

active region contained dual-wavelength LED,[177] or high efficiency multi-junction tandem solar 
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cells.[178] Another advantage of tunnel junction embedded structure is converting structures of 

n–p–n LEDs. This approach makes it possible to substitute resistive p-type AlGaN contact to n-

type AlGaN. Also can give a freedom of choice of n-type or p-type substrates. Roberto C. Myers 

group realized InGaN tunnel junction imbedded in AlGaN nanowire UV LEDs with polarization-

induced AlGaN graded structures.[136] The interband tunneling at the tunnel junction interface 

injected electrons into the n-GaN and holes into the graded p-AlGaN. As a result, tunnel junction 

LED showed reduced operation voltage, which can increased the injection current. With ~ 6 V 

reduction of turn-on voltage, tunnel junction AlGaN-based nanowire LEDs operated with 

increased light output and wall plug efficiency comparable to the conventional AlGaN-based 

nanowire LEDs. Instead of using p+-AlGaN / InGaN / n+-AlGaN tunnel junctions, Mi’s group 

integrated epitaxial Al metal tunnel junctions for AlGaN-based nanowire UV-LED 

application.[127] During growth, spontaneous formed AlGaN shells suppressed non-radiative 

recombination at the surface and improved the effect of carrier confinement. As compared with 

conventional structures without tunnel junction, the Al tunnel junction embedded nanowire UV-

C LED showed significant device resistance reduction of one order magnitude with much higher 

output power (> 8 mW) and external quantum efficiency (~ 0.4%).[128]  

 

2.9 Doping in AlGaN NWs 
 

The non-centrosymmetric wurtzite crystal structure of III-nitride compound semiconductors, 

leads to the spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization, which accumulates the net charge at 

surfaces and interfaces. Utilizing polarization induced charges, researchers observed that a 
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graded heterojunction of AlGaN establishes a three-dimensional (3D) slab of bound charge, 

which can provide either an n- or p-type conducting layer depending on the sign of the Al 

concentration gradient and the polarity of the material. Debdeep Jena et al. [179] demonstrated 

the realization of polarization induced bulk electron doping in III-V nitride semiconductors by 

grading the AlGaN/GaN heterojunction over a distance of ≈ 100 nm. The polarization induced 

bulk charge (3D electron gas), mimicking as a local donor with zero activation energy, overcomes 

the localized optical transitions associated with the defect centers of donor atoms. Such carriers 

do not freeze out at low temperature, unlike the shallow donor doped bulk carriers, and thus 

exhibit high mobility due to the absence of ionized impurity scattering. Fig. 14 shows the 

temperature dependent mobility and carrier sheet densities for the Si-doped GaN samples, 100 

nm 0 – 30% linearly graded AlGaN and 20 nm Al0.20Ga0.80N/GaN. Carrier in the 0 – 30% graded 

AlGaN sample mimic the transport characteristics of modulation doped 2DEGs and 3DEGs 

characterizes by a lack of activation energy, leading to a temperature independent carrier 

density. Carriers in the bulk donor-doped sample show the characteristic freeze-out associated 

with the shallow donor nature of Si in bulk GaN. A fit to theoretical dopant activation yielded an 

activation energy (20 meV) with a doping density fixed by the Si flux in MBE (1018/cm3). The wide 

slabs of high-density mobile electrons were created without introducing shallow donors. 

Transport measurements revealed the superior properties of the polarization-doped electron 

distributions than comparable shallow donor-doped structures, especially at low temperatures 

due to the removal of ionized impurity scattering. Thus, it was clearly demonstrated that the 

improvement in the conductivity of polarization doped layers over comparable donor-doped 
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layers. Later, the polarization induced doping method was utilized in the case of NWs, which 

allowed to obtain sufficient doping levels. 

 Later, J. Simon showed the high-efficiency p-type doping by ionizing acceptor dopants (Mg) by 

employing the built-in electronic polarization in wide-bandgap bulk uniaxial wurtzite 

semiconductors.[180] The holes created by this method are field-ionized, are strong enough to 

withstand the thermal freeze out effects which results in superior p-type electrical conductivity. 

This doping scheme helped to improve the optical emission efficiency in UV-LED structures. Thus, 

the polarization-induced doping renders a solution to both p- and n-type doping issues in wide 

bandgap AlGaN semiconductors. The doping scheme can be used to obtain desired hole or 

electron concentrations in spite of poor ionization efficiencies of impurity dopants in any 

semiconductor crystals that possess sufficiently strong spontaneous and piezoelectric 

polarization.  

 

Figure 14. The temperature carrier sheet densities and mobility for a polarization doped sample, donor doped 
sample and a 2-mensional electron gas (2DEG) sample structures.[179] 
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 Recently, Roberto C. Myers’ group reported the tuning of polarization induced hole density in 

the NWs graded from GaN to AlN using capacitance-voltage (CV) measurements. Fig. 15(a) shows 

the schematic of nanowire heterostructure on p-type Si (top) and energy band diagram and 

carrier concentration profile (bottom) along the axis of the NW heterostructure considering 

spontaneous and strain-induced polarization charge. Fig. 15(b) shows the STEM images of graded 

NW heterojunctions. Fig. 15(c) is a calculated capacitance from a simple 1D circuit model 

(triangles predicted with ℎ =  𝑁𝐴
𝑝𝑜𝑙) and assuming full depletion (circles predicted with h = 0) are 

shown. The top horizontal axis corresponds to the negative bound spontaneous polarization 

charge density calculated from the measured concentration gradient. Squares are the extracted 

1D NW capacitance from the measured capacitance. Their experiments revealed that the 

negative polarization-induced bound charge is partially compensated by both free holes and 

deep donors available near the valence band for concentration gradients of < 1.30 % Al/nm. On 

the other hand, for gradients ≥ 1.30% Al/nm, the deep donor concentration is negligible and free 

hole concentrations roughly equal to the bound polarization charge density are achieved up to 

1.6 × 1019 cm-3 for concentration gradient of 4.95% Al/nm.[181]  
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Figure 15. (a) Schematic of NW heterostructure on p-type Si (top) and energy band diagram and carrier 
concentration profile (bottom) (b) STEM images of graded nanowire heterojunctions. (c) The calculated capacitance 
from a single 1D circuit model.[181] 

 

 The traditional impurity-induced doping of AlGaN suffers from the large activation energy of Mg 

and high dislocation density of AlGaN thin film. Compared to thin film, the Mg incorporation in 

AlGaN is more efficient because of the lower formation energy.[182] Moreover, the hole hopping 

conduction in Mg impurity bands leads to the smaller activation energy in AlGaN NWs compared 

to thin film. Based on this, R. C. Myers’s group demonstrated AlGaN-based UV  LEDs.[183] 

Moreover, Z. Mi’s group reported low-threshold UV random lasers on Si, by combining the 

Anderson localization of light and high-quality AlGaN NWs array.[130] Besides demonstrating UV 

emitters, we have also quantified the hole concentration in AlGaN NWs using 

photoelectrochemical measurements. The optimized doping of AlGaN leads to UV LEDs with 

turn-on voltage and low self-heating.[184] 
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2.10 NWs surface passivation 
 

GaN NWs-based light emitters have been extensively investigated in the past decades due to 

their attractive performances in the whole UV, visible and near-IR regions. Though the efficiency 

of such devices keeps increasing every year, there is still room for improvement. One of the main 

challenges is the high amount of growth related defects that deeply affect the device 

performances. These defects act as non-radiative recombination centers, trapping the carriers 

and preventing the direct recombination process to happen, thus hampering the light emitters’ 

performances such as quantum efficiency, threshold current, radiative lifetime, and reliability. It 

is then of fundamental importance to understand the deep level incorporation for the growth of 

high quality materials. DLTS and DLOS have been used to analyze the deep level defects within 

III-nitride semiconductors.[185, 186] 

 The growth related defects can be eliminated by improving the growth process. III-nitrides also 

suffer from the so-called surface states, which cannot be avoided. GaN NW surface is highly 

affected by Ga dangling bonds and N vacancies and passivation of such defective surface has 

been thoroughly studied in optoelectronic devices. It is, however, noted that in nitrogen rich 

conditions, the nitrogen vacancies are minimized (and therefore the donor impurities) and more 

efficient p-type doping (carrier symmetry between donors and acceptors) can be achieved. Such 

results have been reported by carefully optimizing the growth conditions of both InN and AlN 

NWs. Furthermore, it is also been reported that the nonpolar NWs surfaces can be passivated by 

nitrogen, therefore reducing the N-vacancy donors.[187] 
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SiOx and SixNy are frequently used as contact isolation layer to reduce leakage current, avoid the 

contact with air and reduce GaN surface band bending.[188] SiOx has also been used to 

selectively block the threading dislocation in epitaxial grown LED structures to increase the 

quantum efficiency.[189] In addition, it also contribute to increase output power of LED with 

optimized refractive index.[190] Al2O3 has also been used to improve the blue LED brightness 

compared to using SiOx as passivation layer and to reduce the leakage current.[191] Double layer 

Al2O3/SiOx demonstrated higher power output by simultaneously passivating the GaN surface 

and increasing the critical angle of the light due to the lower refractive index.[192]  

For III-V semiconductors, other than thin dielectric film coverage, surface states passivation has 

mostly focused on sulfur-based compounds such as ammonium sulfide and sodium sulfide.[193] 

Moreover, oxygen removal from Ga-O allows the dangling Ga-bonds to attach to sulfur-based 

compounds, creating σ bond between S and Ga, thus reducing the net charge accumulation on 

the surface.[194] Sulfur passivation covalently satisfies all Ga and As dangling bonds in order to 

shift the energy bands of the surface states toward the conduction band, where they do not act 

as charge traps. 
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Figure 16. (a) ODT surface passivation of InGaN/GaN NWs showing enhanced photoluminescence and EQE.[195] (b) 
4D S-UEM set-up schematic[196] and SE intensity improvement for the ODT-passivated InGaN NWs. SEM images 
show the carbon deposition at the NW sidewall.[197]  

 

 III-nitride NWs possesses large specific surface with high density of surface states due to Ga 

dangling bonds, nitrogen vacancies, and/or surface oxides.[198] This results in surface Fermi level 

pinning and the subsequent energy band bending on the NWs surface, which increase the SRH 

non-radiative recombination, where excited electrons may pass through an intermediate energy 

state within the bandgap induced by the localized defects, and other non-radiative 

recombination sites, reducing the light-emitter’s performances. In this regards, I need to mention 

that many studies have been reported on Fermi level pinning in III-Nitride materials and polarity. 
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It was shown that the Fermi level pinning is different from metal- to nitrogen-polar GaN and AlN 

with larger barrier heights for the former.[199] 

Investigation on n-type semipolar and nonpolar GaN demonstrated Fermi level pinning (with 

density of surface states as high as 3.2 × 1013 states/cm2/eV) with a surface barrier height of 1.57 

eV and 2.1 eV respectively. Similarly, a-plane InN surfaces were analyzed using scanning 

photoelectron microscopy and large downward surface band bending was observed. However, 

on cleaved a-surfaces, absence of such Fermi level pinning was noticed.[200] 

The Fermi level of p-type GaN NWs has been demonstrated to be tuned.[201] The surface states 

at the m-plane surfaces are positioned out of the band gap, hence the Fermi level is unpinned. 

This has been studied in regards of water splitting applications, where the highly reactive surfaces 

are necessary for the formation of water molecules and have low energy barriers for the proton 

diffusion. Moreover, the near-surface Fermi level of highly Mg-doped InN NWs was studied, and 

it was found that, in contrast to Mg-doped epilayers, no electron accumulation and pinning of 

the Fermi level happen.[187] 

We have recently demonstrated that long-carbon chained ODT surface passivated III-nitride NWs 

LED improves the light emission intensity by reducing the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, and 

increasing carrier lifetime.[195] InGaN/GaN NWs were soaked in a mix of ODT powder, ethanol 

and NH4OH, and kept at 60℃; Raman measurement showed the blue-shift of the SO mode for 

the ODT-passivated sample, compared to the unpassivated one, confirming the alteration of the 

surface dynamic charge and the effectiveness of the passivation. Moreover, we obtained ~ 4× 

enhancement in PL intensity as well as ~ 1.5 × in EQE. Fig. 16(a) shows the EQE comparison of the 

passivated and unpassivated samples. The trap states in ODT-passivation and unpassivated 
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InGaN NWs were also studied by employing a 4D S-UEM.[197] In Fig. 16(b) we show the 

schematic of the 4D S-UEM and the kinetics of the time-resolved SE intensities of the InGaN NWs. 

For the first time we were able to observe the NWs surface carrier dynamics with high spatial 

and temporal resolution. After passivation, the NWs showed a faster recovery of the SE intensity 

and the carrier recombination upon ODT passivation slowed down.  

 Similar to ODT, EDT, a shorter carbon chain organic thiol compounds, has been used to treat the 

InGaN nanowire surface for improved photoelectrochemical water splitting performance.[197, 

202] Zetial Mi’s group used ammonium sulfide to increase the quantum efficiency of the InGaN-

based NWs white LEDs by reducing the non-radiative recombination centers.[203] Also, we 

recently reported the passivation of AlGaN-based NWs UV-LED by using KOH solution. After 

soaking the sample for 40 s in the solution, we observed an improvement of the PL intensity of ~ 

80% compared to un-passivated sample. This has been associated to both the top absorbing p-

GaN contact layer etching and the surface oxide removal. Fabricated devices showed 

improvement in the turn-on voltage, contact resistivity and ~ 50 % enhancement in output 

power.[146]  

Other than passivating the surface states by employing chemicals or by depositing dielectric 

materials, researchers achieved in-situ passivation by spontaneously growing shell layers around 

the NWs. AlGaAs core-shell structures have intentionally grown around GaAs NWs to prevent 

oxidation and to recombination velocities and subsequent PL emission.[204] Similarly, AlInP core-

shell were grown to passivate GaAs NWs and the current-voltage characteristics were fitted with 

a model to quantify the improvement in the surface recombination velocity, surface charge trap 

density as well as PL.[205] In III-nitride materials such as AlGaN, due to the short diffusion length 
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of Al adatoms compared to Ga, it cause Al accumulation at the nanowire sidewalls resulting in 

the formation of Al-rich AlGaN shell.[206] This leads to strong carrier confinement at the NWs 

surface, reducing the non-radiative recombination processes and increasing the overall device 

performance in LEDs and lasers. For this study, single GaN and AlGaN/GaN core-shell NWs were 

compared using DLOS. A deep level in GaN NWs at Ev+ 2.6 eV was ascribed to surface state, as it 

was not observed in the AlGaN/GaN core-shell NWs. H.P.T. Nguyen et al. demonstrated 10× 

photoluminescence improvement in AlGaN core-shell NWs as well as increased carrier lifetime, 

hence suggesting the reduced non-radiative recombination as shown in Fig. 17(a).[207] Jiang et 

al. [208] also demonstrated the improvement of the minority carrier lifetime by increasing the 

AlGaN core-shell thickness. Detailed HAADF-STEM image of AlGaN shell was also shown in Fig. 

17(b) and it clearly indicate that the NWs were surrounded by AlGaN shells. Multiple stack AlGaN 

shell structures were formed around active region as shown in Fig. 17(c).  
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Figure 17. (a) InGaN/GaN growth schematic with AlGaN core-shell layer and output power enhancement.[207] (b) 
High angle annual dark field scanning transmission microscopy (HAADF-STEM) of AlGaN-based p-i-n NW structures 
on Ti (500 nm)/Mo substrate. (c) Active region showing AlGaN shells surrounding 15 pairs of uniform quantum disks 
formation.  

 

2.11 AlGaN NWs growth using Molecular Beam Epitaxy 
 

2.11.1 Plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy 
 

MBE was invented in 1968 by J. R. Arthur and Alfred Y. Cho, however, the term molecular beam 

epitaxy was used before that and it used to denote the growth of a crystalline structure (mainly 

semiconductors but also oxides) using a process that involves the reaction of beams of atoms 
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and molecules with a surface in UHV. The processes in which the epitaxial film is grown on the 

same material substrate or on a different one are called homoepitaxy or heteroepitaxy 

respectively.  

Big efforts have been carried out for the evolution of the MBE. Prior to that the main problem 

consisted on the different vapor pressures of the constituents at the demanded temperatures to 

obtained a crystalline film. For example, Ga and As showed a 2-order difference in vapor 

pressure. Trials on Ga and Sb[209] as well as on controlling the temperature separately[210] did 

not bring the desired results. Due to the lack of advanced surface analysis techniques, the results 

often took long time to be analyzed. It was in this contest that MBE was born. In fact, MBE came 

about with the intend of studying the surface-vapor interaction.[211]  

Two years after John LePore and J. R. Arthur saw first the epitaxial growth of GaAs and GaP 

(1968), A.Y. Cho published the first results on in situ observation of MBE growth.[212] This 

marked the beginning of the MBE process.  

MBE works in UHV environment where localized beams of molecules and atoms impinge on a 

crystal, that is maintained at high temperature, providing enough energy for the atoms and 

molecules to move to the lattice sites. The UHV environment serves to minimize the 

contamination on the substrate as well as to allow the atoms and the molecules to travel without 

any collision until arriving on the substrate. In order to control the epitaxial growth, shutters are 

properly placed in front of the sources and are used to switch the beam on and off. Figure 18 

shows the UHV MBE chamber consisting of the source ovens, substrate heater, shutters and 

beam flux detector used to measure the flux of the incoming atoms and molecules. 
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Figure 18. Schematic representation of UHV MBE chamber. 

 

The MBE growth is governed by surface kinetics processes (adatom adsorption, diffusion, 

dissociation and desorption) as it happens at relatively low temperature, hence allowing 

material synthesis without reaching the thermodynamic equilibrium. 

2.11.2 MBE III-nitride growth 

The evolution of III-nitride grown by MBE has been slower compared to the MOCVD counterpart. 

The former became mature in the mid-1990s. This because of the lower temperatures of MBE 

and at such temperature the ammonia (the nitrogen source) is stable. However, at the end of 

1990s, more and more works started to appear about III-nitride structures grown by MBE and 

also the deposition rate started to become closer to the one using MOCVD, e.g. 1-2 μm/h had 
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been achieved,[213] that can be compared to the growth rate of MOCVD. Different nitrogen 

sources have been used such as ammonia, (DMHy)[(CH3)2NNH2] and N2
+ ions.  

Mesrine et al[214] grew GaN and AlN using ammonia as a nitrogen source. They observed two 

growth regimes. In the first one, the more they increased the ammonia flux, the higher the GaN 

growth rate they could get. In the second one, instead, they noticed that above a certain 

ammonia flux (12 sccm) the growth rate did not change but remained constant. This can be 

explained considering that at high ammonia flux, the growth is controlled by Ga flux and at low 

ammonia flux, it is controlled by the available nitrogen from the cracking of ammonia at the 

surface.  

Due to the high stability of ammonia at low temperature, Yoshida[215] combined both 

(DMHy)[(CH3)2NNH2] for the growth of a buffer layer and ammonia for the subsequent main 

epilayer.  

Finally, nitrogen ions have also been used[216] with an energy usually less than 30 eV. However, 

the energy could also be reduced when using conductive substrates (e.g SiC), by using a retarding 

dc bias. 

2.11.2.1 MBE features: growth temperature, growth kinetics, beam flux and growth regimes 

The temperature in PAMBE is a parameter of extreme importance as a little variation causes the 

change in material properties, e.g. the doping level. Two main methods are used to keep track of 

the temperature in the MBE chamber. In the first one the temperature is measured by a 

thermocouple placed at the back of the substrate so that it can precisely estimate it. However, 

as different substrates are used, variation in the surface temperature may happen. Therefore, a 
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pyrometer is used, especially for high-temperature growths. The pyrometer focuses the IR 

radiation emitted by the substrate onto a detector.  

The governing rate equation for III-nitride adatoms impinging on the substrate can be expressed 

as follow: 

Ф𝑡𝑜𝑡 = (Ф𝐴𝑙 − Ф𝐴𝑙,𝑑𝑒𝑠) + (Ф𝐺𝑎 − Ф𝐺𝑎,𝑑𝑒𝑠) + (Ф𝐼𝑛 − Ф𝐼𝑛,𝑑𝑒𝑠) +  (Ф𝑁 − Ф𝑑𝑒𝑐) 

Where Ф is the flux of the element and Фdes and Фdec are the fluxes that take into account the 

desorption and the dissociation from the substrate. The latter can be expressed following the 

Arrhenius relationship: 

Ф𝑑𝑒𝑐 = 𝐴𝑒
−

𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑐
𝑘𝐵×𝑇 

where A, Edec, kB and T are the exponential pre-factor, decomposition energy, the Boltzmann’s 

constant and temperature.  

It is to be noted that the rate equation can be simplified for special cases, e.g. low temperature 

growth. In fact, at low temperature, both Фdes and Фdec can be ignored as aluminum incorporation 

is approximately 100 % and the gallium decomposition is very low. However, to improve the 

quality of the material, high temperatures are usually employed and the decomposition factor 

can play an important role. J. S. Speck[217] reported on the temperature dependence of (0001) 

GaN decomposition at temperature (720 – 805 °C) and the GaN decomposition rate. Figure 19 

shows the desorbing Ga flux and the GaN decomposition as a function of temperature. They 

obtained a decomposition energy of 3.1 eV 
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Figure 19. Desorbing Ga flux and decomposition rate of GaN grown with MBE.[217] 

 

In MBE, the flux is monitored using a beam flux monitor gauge attached to the azimuthal 

assembly that continuously rotates and can be expressed as  

Ф = 𝐶 ×
𝑃

√𝑚 × 𝑘𝐵 × 𝑇
 

where C, P and m are the ion gauge sensitivity, the pressure and the particle mass. And the 

pressure P can be expressed by the Clapeyron equation:  

𝑃 = 𝐴𝑒
−

𝛥𝐻
𝑘𝐵×𝑇 

where ΔH is the evaporation enthalpy.[218] 
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Two main growth regions are present in III-nitride MBE growth: nitrogen rich and metal rich 

condition. It is noted that the Ga reach condition leads to rough surface and nitrogen rich 

condition leads to island formation, hence of no practical use. Therefore, an intermediate region 

is desired. However, III-nitride NWs grow using large nitrogen fluxes.  

2.11.3 PAMBE III-nitride NWs growth 

Three types of NWs growth techniques are mostly utilized: top-down approach, where a film is 

etched down using a hard mask, the catalyst-assisted growth, that a seed particle, e.g. metal, is 

used to promote the growth, and the catalyst-free growth. I will be focusing on the third method 

that can be accomplished by carefully choosing a specific substrate. 

Other than choosing a substrate with specific crystallographic orientation, temperature needs to 

be carefully taken care of. GaN NWs are usually grown at a temperature of 650 °C to assure a 

good crystal quality. However, temperature control is essential as at higher temperature, despite 

the better crystal quality, lower areal density is usually obtained if desorption overcomes 

adsorption. On the other hand, at lower temperature, nucleation probability increases but the 

chances of coalescence increase too, resulting in two-dimensional films. 

Figure 20 (a) shows the different mechanisms for the NWs growth. The NWs growth can be 

divided into two steps. In the first one, the nucleation begins from the adsorption of adatoms 

that migrate on the surface of the substrate. Grains of compounds (e.g. GaN) in the range of few 

nanometers are formed and this process is mainly thermodynamically governed. In order to 

minimize the free-surface energy, NWs begin to grow perpendicularly to the substrate (c-

direction (0001)) and along the m-axis (1-100). However, increasing the nitrogen flux ratio allows 

promoting the axial growth compared to the radial one as well as increasing the temperature. 
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The adatom diffusion length (δ) depends on the diffusion constant and the adatom lifetime as 

shown in fig. 20 (a). It is also to be noticed that NWs growth is usually on a thin amorphous SiNx 

layer due to the nitration of the silicon substrate; therefore, NWs undergo a spontaneous 

transition from semispherical nuclei to hexagonal geometry. 

The second step consist in a kinetic-governed mechanism as it depends on the impinging adatoms 

flux rate and the diffusion mechanism. In this step the adatoms migrate along the new formed 

NWs sidewall forming 3-dimensional structure[219] (fig. 20 (a)). This happens because of the 

lower energy barrier for the metal adatoms (Ga) preset on the non-polar plane,[220] hence they 

do not accumulate and move until they rich the c-plane (top of the NWs). 

 

Figure 20. a) Nanowire growth mechanisms using PAMBE. b) AlGaN-based NWs laser structure showing the 
inverse-tapered shape. 
 

However, the NWs radial growth can also increase as the axial growth increases because the 

approximate diffusion length of the GaN adatoms is in the range of 50-100 nm.[221] Therefore, 

some of them might not reach the NWs c-plane. This can be precisely controlled by changing the 

temperature as higher temperature increases the adatoms diffusion length. Moreover, this can 

also become a problem when the so-called ‘shadowing’ effect happens. In fact, the diameter of 
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the top of the NWs increases with growth, resulting in an inverse tapered shape (fig. 20 (b). This 

can result in NWs coalescence and the formation of interface defects that cause non-radiative 

recombination centers for the carriers. 

For the case of AlGaN-based NWs, it has been observed that a thin Al core-shell covers the side 

walls of the NWs, passivating the surface states and enabling high IQE.[124, 222] 

It is also noted that, compared to MBE where the axial growth is favored due to the geometry of 

the source and impinging adatoms, in MOCVD core-shell control and radial structures can be 

precisely designed as the sources are present in gas form, therefore incorporation is easier.[223] 
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CHAPTER 3. Experimental methods 
 

3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 

To investigate the morphology of the NWs after MBE growth, I used SEM. The electron-sample 

interaction produces different types of signals that carry kinetic energy, such as SE, BSE, 

diffracted BE, X-ray photons and visible photons. All this signals are used for different purposes 

such as to produce images (SE), to analyze materials crystal structures and orientations (BE and 

BSE), elemental analysis (X-ray photons) and cathodoluminescence (visible photons). To visualize 

the morphology of the NWs I used SE, and to visualize the contrast BE are more suitable.  

By inelastic scattering interactions, SE are ejected from the k-shell of the sample and are captured 

by the detector. Since they have low energy, these electrons come from the first few nanometer 

from the surface. These are first attracted to a biased grid and subsequently accelerated towards 

a scintillator biased at an even higher value (approximately 2000 V). Finally, the SE are sent to a 

photomultiplier where they are displayed as 2D intensity distribution. This is then displayed in 

the computer screen as digital image. Based on the amount of SE captured by the detector, the 

brightness changes.  

The impinging angle is also a factor affecting the total electrons ejected. As the beam angle 

increases, the interaction volume increases and more SE are ejected. For this reason, NWs 

samples images tend to be brighter than planar thin films. 
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3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
 

The TEM is used to observe much smaller features compared to the SEM. Condenser lenses are 

used to focus the electron beam that is then reduced in size by a condenser aperture, which 

selects the beam angles. Similarly to what happens in SEM, the beam impinges onto the sample 

and part of the signal is absorbed and scattered. Moreover, depending on the thickness and 

transparency of the sample, part of the signal will be transmitted through the sample and focused 

onto a CCD camera. Usually two different areas can be noticed in the image, dark and bright. The 

dark areas are due to the lower amount of electrons transmitted, while the bright areas are the 

opposite. 

3.2.1 Electron energy loss spectroscopy 
 

EELS is used to detect the elements of a sample. The specimen is irradiated with a specific and 

known electron beam energy. After impinging on the sample, some electrons are scattered 

inelastically, i.e. they lose their energy. This amount of energy loss can be due to different events 

such as phonon excitations, inter- and intra-band transitions, plasmon excitations, inner shell 

ionizations, and Cherenkov radiation. The energy loss is then measured and the loss causes are 

analyzed. Such technique is based on the measurement of this energy loss by a spectrometer 

that is related to the material present in the sample. EELS instruments are usually incorporated 

into TEMs and operate at very high voltages (50-300 kV). 

3.2.2 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
 

The elemental analysis can also be performed using EDXS. Compared to EELS, EDXS is commonly 

used to identify heavy materials and it is not very sensitive to elements with atomic number 
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smaller than 10. EDXS uses X-ray emitted from a specimen that has been bombarded with a high-

energy beam of electrons or protons or X-rays.  This impinging beam excites the electrons in the 

material’s ground state that are characterized by discrete energy levels (or shells). The electron 

in the inner shell (lower energy) are then removed and create a hole due to the missing electron. 

An electron from the outer shell immediately takes the hole position, releasing the energy 

difference between the states in the form of X-ray. An energy dispersive spectrometer measures 

the energy emitted and the elemental composition of the sample can be measured. 

Figure 21 shows an example of EDXS line scan for 2 different samples and the corresponding full 

structure. 

 

Figure 21. STEM and EDXS line scan for a) Ti/TaN/Si substrate, and b) Ti/Si substrate. c) Cross-section STEM of the 
Ti/TaN/Si full structure. 
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3.3 Photoluminescence 
 

PL in semiconductor is usually used to quickly analyze the material quality. In short, a light source 

(having an energy larger than the specimen bandgap), such as a laser, strikes on the sample. Such 

energy (photons) is absorbed creating an electron-hole pair. The relaxation of the electron from 

the conduction band to the valence band happens by emitting a photon that has the same energy 

of the bandgap. Therefore, in regard of LED structures, PL consist of a technique that allows a 

fast feedback of the designed structure. Other mechanisms happen within the material such as 

Coulomb scattering and electron-phonon interaction. However, in the case of direct band-gap 

semiconductors, a direct recombination is observed. 

TDPL is also an important technique to study the defect-related recombination. Low 

temperature, the defects are “frozen”, hence the band-to-band recombination happens at a 

higher rate, resulting in enhanced luminescence intensity. However, as the temperature 

increases, the defects get “activated” and recombination from the trap states can happen. 

Arrhenius plot is commonly used to analyze the recombination dynamics and the activation 

energies at low and high temperature: 

𝐼(𝑇) =  
𝐼(10 𝐾)

1 +  𝐴1𝑒
(

−𝐸𝐴1
𝑘𝐵𝑇

)
+  𝐴2𝑒

(
−𝐸𝐴2
𝑘𝐵𝑇

)
 

 

where I(T) is the integrated intensity for different temperatures, A1 and A2 are the quenching 

parameters, EA1 and EA2 are the activation energies and kB is the Boltzmann constant. 
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Moreover, TDPL is also used to estimate the IQE by measuring the ration of the integrated 

intensity of the PL spectrum at low temperature with the one at room temperature, assuming 

the radiative efficiency equals to 100 % at low temperature. 

Our PL measurements (fig. 22) are performed with a 266-nm pulsed laser (Teem Photonics SNU-

20F-100; 10 mW average power, 0.7 kW peak power, 0.6 ns pulse width, 19 kHz repetition rate). 

Light is collected from the top using a 15 × objective lens (Thorlabs LMU-15X-UVB; focal length = 

13 mm, numerical aperture = 0.32, anti-reflection (AR) coating for the 240-360 nm wavelength 

range). It then passes through a beam splitter (50:50, Thorlabs BSW19, AR coated for 250-450 

nm) where it is distributed to the camera and to a spectrometer (QE Pro Ocean Optics, 185-1100 

nm range). The 266-nm laser excitation is first filtered using a long-pass filter (Semrock LP02-

266RU-25). 

 

Figure 22. RT and TDPL set-up in Photonics Lab, KAUST. 
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3.4 Electroluminescence 
 

A similar set-up as the PL is used for the EL measurement. To this, a direct current (DC) source 

meter (Keithley 2400) and a silicon photodetector with a power meter (Newport 818-UV and 

1936-C, respectively) is added as show in fig 23 The monochromator (Andor Shamrock-750) is 

equipped with a Si-based CCD (Andor iDus DU420A-OE).  

 

Figure 23. Electroluminescence setup in Photonics Lab, KAUST. 
 

 

3.5 Atomic force microscopy 
 

To analyze the surface morphology of the NWs samples at the nanometer scale, AFM constitutes 

a powerful tool. The instrument is equipped with a cantilever where a tip is attached, a laser and 
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a position-sensitive four-segmented detector. The laser is directed on the cantilever and 

reflected onto the detector. By scanning the sample, the cantilever moves up and down and the 

variations between the segments of detector specify the location of the laser spot on the detector 

and thus the angular deflections of the cantilever.  

The AFM resolutions depends on the quality factor (Q) of the cantilever. The quality factor is a 

measure of the cantilever oscillation energy loss and can be defined as: 

𝑄 =  
𝑓0

∆𝑓
 

where  f0 is the resonant frequency and Δf is the change in frequency at FWHM. Q changes with 

the environment. For instance, with a resonant frequency of 300 kHz, in vacuum it is 

approximately  500 times larger than the one in air (Q = 100). Therefore, the sensitivity of AFM 

instrument in vacuum is much higher than the ones in air. 

The minim detectable force in AFM can be represented as: 

𝛿𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  √
2𝑘𝐿𝑘𝐵𝑇𝐵

𝜔0𝑄〈𝑧𝑜𝑠𝑐
2 〉

 

where kL is the force constant of the cantilever, kBT is the thermal energy at the ambient 

temperature, B is the measurement bandwidth, ω0 is the resonant frequency of tip, and 〈𝑧𝑜𝑠𝑐
2 〉 is 

the mean-square amplitude of the driven cantilever vibration.  

The equipment used for measuring our NWs is Agilent 5500 SPM with a scan range of 90 μm × 

90 μm × 8 μm and a vertical noise of 0.016 nm 

Figure 24 shows a AFM image of a 20 nm TaN with a RMS roughness of 0.4 nm deposited on a Si 

substrate. 
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Figure 24. 3 × 3 μm2 AFM map of TaN on Si sample. 

 

3.5.1 Conductive atomic force microscopy 
 

In order to simultaneously map the NWs morphology and the current distribution, we use c-AFM. 

This technique enables a fast feedback cycle time and provides information on the conductivity 

of the NWs. Due to the smaller diameter of the conductive tip compared to the NWs top diameter 

(approximately 80-100 nm), we can measure the single NW electrical characteristics.  

A bias is applied between the conductive tip, which is in contact with the NWs surface, and the 

substrate so that when swept, current passes through the NW and I-V characteristics are 

obtained. While the tip scans the sample to produce the topography map, the voltage sweeps 

between the tip and the substrate and current is recorded using an electric current amplifier to 

suppress the noise in the order of femto-ampere.  

The current measured by the c-AFM follows the relationship: 

𝐼 = 𝐽 · 𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓 

where I is the current flowing through the specimen, J is  the current density and Aeff is the 

effective emission area though which electrons can flow. Aeff varies depending on the type of 
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sample analyzed. In fact, a common mistake is to consider Aeff as the contact area of the tip. The 

current, however, is distributed also laterally, especially for highly conductive samples. Figure 25 

depicts the c-AFM instrument used (Agilent 5500 SPM). 

 

 
Figure 25. Schematic of c-AFM tip probing NWs.[224] 

 
 

3.5.2 Kelvin probe force microscopy 
 

KPFM measures the CPD between the conductive tip and the sample surface. The CPD is defined 

as: 

𝐶𝑃𝐷 =  
∅𝑡𝑖𝑝 −  ∅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

−𝑒
 

where Фtip and Фsample are the work function of the tip and the sample, and e is the unit charge. 

Therefore, knowing the work function of the tip, and measuring the CPD, we can extract the work 

function of the sample. Due to the difference in Fermi levels between tip and sample, an electric 

force in generated. Figure 26 a) shows the band diagram when tip and sample are not in contact 

and at distance d. Figure 26 b) shows the charged surface and the CPD between the tip and the 

sample when in contact and the alignment of the respective Fermi levels. An electrical force acts 
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on the contact area due to the CPD. This force can be removed by applying a voltage bias of the 

same magnitude of the CPD and with opposite sign, so that to eliminate the surface charges. The 

applied voltage bias is equal to the difference between the work function of the tip and the 

sample. 

 

 

Figure 26. Energy levels of sample and KPFM tip. a) Sample and tip are separated by a distance d. b) Sample and tip 
are brought in contact and Fermi levels align. c) external bias is applied to eliminate the CPD. 
 
 

3.6 Simulation tools 
 

3.6.1 Nextnano3 

 

The UV AlGaN and GaN NWs device structures are simulated using Nextnano3. By self-

consistently solving Schrödinger’s, Poisson’s, carrier-transport and current continuity equations, 

we obtained the band diagram, recombination rates and the polarization charge density. The 6×6 

k. p method is use to model the valence band as III-nitride materials show non-parabolic energy 

bands.  
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Vegard’s law is used to extract the ternary alloy composition of AlGaN as:  

𝑋(𝐴𝑙𝑥𝐺𝑎1−𝑥𝑁) = 𝑥𝑋(𝐴𝑙𝑁) + (1 − 𝑥)𝑋(𝐺𝑎𝑁) − 𝑏𝑥(1 − 𝑥) 

Where X is the composition and b is the bowing parameter. 

The simulation temperature is set at 300 K and the donors and acceptors impurities are 

considered fully ionized. 

The SRH, radiative and Auger recombination rates are simulated following the equations: 

𝑅𝑆𝑅𝐻 =  
𝑝𝑛 −  𝑛𝑖

2

𝜏𝑝(𝑛 + 𝑛𝑖) + 𝜏𝑛(𝑝 + 𝑛𝑖)
 

𝑅𝐴𝑢𝑔𝑒𝑟 = 𝐶𝑝(𝑛2 − 𝑛𝑖
2)𝑝 + 𝐶𝑛(𝑝2 − 𝑛𝑖

2)𝑛 

𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 = 𝐶(𝑛𝑝 − 𝑛𝑖
2) 

where p, n, ni, τp, τn, Cp, Cp and C are the doping concentration and the recombination coefficients. 

Figure 27 shows the band diagram and the electron-hole wavefunction overlap in the QDs of an 

AlGaN-based NWs LED, showing a higher value for the quantum-confined QDs structure. 
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Figure 27. a) 1D band diagram simulation under forward bias of 4.4 V of an AlGaN NWs LED. (b-c) Comparison of the 
electron-hole wavefunctions overlap on planar and QDs structures. 

 

3.6.2 COMSOL Multiphysics 
 

To study the heat transfer across the device, we simulated the AlGaN NWs LED using the finite 

element method (FEM) (COMSOL Multiphysics software). The heat source is generated in the 

active region and is dissipated by conduction through the substrate and by convection and 

radiation through the contact pads. The bottom of the NWs LED is in contact with a heat sink 

kept at RT. The heat transfer was modeled by using the following 3D steady-state heat equations 

                                                                                   𝛻 ∙ (𝑘𝛻𝑇) = 𝑄              

                                                        𝑘𝛻𝑇 = ℎ (𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 − 𝑇) +  휀𝜎(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
4 − 𝑇4)      
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where Q is the heat source density, k is the thermal conductivity, h is the convection heat 

transfer, Tamb, and T are the ambient temperature and the NWs temperature, ε is the surface 

emissivity and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

 

3.7 Device fabrication 

The UV NWs LED fabrication is developed in the NanoFab and it starts with the ‘planarization’ of 

the NWs. This consists on depositing 2 μm of parylene-C utilizing a vacuum deposition system 

(The SCS Labcoter® 2 (PDS 2010)). The powered precursor (dimer) is vaporized and heated up to 

form a dimeric gas that is then pyrolized and deposited as a film. After the NWs planarization the 

NWs tip needs to be exposed to form the contact, hence parylene-C etch-back needs to be 

performed. For this second step, RIE technique is used with O2 species at 30 °C. The RF forward 

power is 500 W. This process is done by continuously checking the sample with the SEM in order 

to reach a 70:30 ratio of exposed NWs:non-exposed NWs due to the height inhomogeneity and 

to prevent device shortage during the contact deposition. It is also noted that the filling material 

is not always necessary if coalescence of the NWs tip happens. In fact, in this scenario, the metal 

contact is not able to penetrate and short the device. Moreover, in the case of deep UV, the 

polymer absorption is relatively high, thus reducing the LEE of the device. Standard 

photolithography process is then used to define the device area. The sample is spin-coated with 

a negative photoresist (AZ 2035) at 3000 rpm to achieve a final thickness of 2.2 μm. After a baking 

the sample at 110 °C for 2 min, it undergoes UV exposure at 95 J/cm2. The sample is then post-

baked for 1 min at 110 °C and the photoresist is then developed in AZ 726 MIF for 2 min. After 
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this, the sample is cleaned with 20 % Hydrofluoric acid (HF) to remove any oxidation layers at the 

NWs sidewall and it is then loaded in the e-beam evaporator chamber for the deposition of 5 

nm/5 nm Ni/Au. This thickness is enough to both enabling the deposition of a transparent layer 

and, after annealing the sample, to the formation of an ohmic contact. The annealing process is 

performed in a RTP tool at 550 °C for 3 cycles in ambient environment. This allows the formation 

of a thin NiOx layer for removing the semiconductor/metal Schottky barrier. The metal is 

subsequently lifted-off in acetone and the device area is then defined. A second photolithography 

process is executed for the deposition of the p-metal pads that enable the device probing. 10 

nm/200 nm Ni/Au are evaporated. Finally, the silicon substrate is etched by 200 nm in the 

inductively-coupled plasma RIE (ICP-RIE) chamber (SF6: 15 sccm; O2: 4 sccm; RF: 50 W; ICP: 500 

W, 10 mTorr) to expose a clean surface and prepare the sample for the deposition of the n-metal 

contact. 10 nm/150 nm Ti/Au are deposited using a sputtering tool. Figure 28 shows the NWs 

LED fabrication process. 

 

 
Figure 28. NWs LED fabrication steps. 
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CHAPTER 4. UV AlGaN NWs on metal bi-layer 
 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the first step consists of designing the metallic substrate to improve 

the conductivity and increase the current injection. 

4.1 Introduction 
 

Silicon-substrate-based devices suffer from spontaneous formation of a SiNx layer on silicon 

before the NWs growth, which, in spite of the small thickness, introduces a potential barrier for 

carrier injection and phonon transport.[123] The realization of light-emitting devices on metal 

thin films and metal substrates has been considered as a viable solution. Various metals, such as 

Mo, brass, TiN, Ta, and Ti foils, have been used for nucleating NWs for devices that emit in the 

UV and visible wavelength ranges.[98, 140, 166-168] Moreover, thin films of metal on silicon, or 

metal foils, have been regarded as less expensive alternatives to bulk metal substrates, especially 

in realizing a roll-to-roll fabrication process.[141, 168] 

Recently, we have demonstrated AlGaN-based NWs on Ti/Si-substrate that emit at 337 nm; this 

exploits the natural formation of conductive TiN, in preference to an insulating SiNx layer.[141] 

However, the high temperatures usually employed in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) processes 

cause interdiffusion through the metal/Si interface and can lead to a reduction in the Ti metal 

thickness, depending on process duration and temperature. These conditions can also result in a 

rough surface and subsequent non-uniform, misoriented, or mixed-orientation growth of NWs. 

In fact, Myers’ group reported that the high thermal mismatch between Ti and Si (thermal 

expansion coefficients of 8.4-8.6 × 10-6 K-1 and 2.6-3.3 × 10-6 K-1, respectively), as well as high-

temperature oxide desorption during the MBE process, cause delamination of the Ti thin-film 
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from the Si substrate.[137] Despite the advantage of incorporating Ti metal, which leads to the 

formation of TiN ohmic contacts and facilitates lateral and vertical heat and current spreading, 

we found that Ti/Si interdiffusion and the resultant surface roughness on the metal/silicon 

eventually results in delamination and catastrophic device failure at high injection current or 

elevated temperature. 

In this study, we address the interdiffusion and related roughness issues to permit large-scale 

production of NW-LEDs using well-established silicon foundry processes. One solution is to place 

a diffusion barrier layer to limit interdiffusion. Al and Cu are used for contacts and interconnect 

materials due to their low resistivity in integrated circuits;[225, 226] diffusion barriers for Cu 

metallization such as TiN,[227] Ta,[228] Ti-W,[229] and TaN have been investigated to prevent 

interdiffusion and improve device reliability.[230] A transition metal nitride, such as TaN, is 

desirable for having a low resistivity (in the range 0.130–150 mΩ·cm, depending on the N flow 

rate),[231] a high melting point (>3000 °C), and compatibility with high temperature MBE growth 

processes (>800 °C). In a similar manner, this investigation resolves two key technology 

bottlenecks in enabling practical utilization of silicon substrate for quantum-confined AlGaN NWs 

devices, thus allowing reliable and facile fabrication of reduced polarization field UV-LED on 

scalable substrate. The investigation involves the design of the first interfacial metal layer 

eliminating the potential barrier for carrier injection and phonon transport. This is followed by 

the second interfacial metal layer to inhibit the formation of interfacial silicide that leads to 

device failure, such as device delamination, as encountered by other research groups neither 

utilising metal nor metal-bilayer. Hence our design of metal bilayer, as introduced in this first 

report, and the evidence of interfacial integrity (electron-microscopy data) as well as device 
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performance, serve to enlighten and educate researcher in the field of compact, mercury-free 

UV-light source, and wide-bandgap materials engineering in general. The study aims to advance 

the NWs research towards practical demonstration, beyond basic research, since the seminal 

studies and interest in the nanostructure device. 

We deposited a pre-orienting Ti layer on a ~20 nm TaN diffusion barrier to exploit the integrity 

of Ti; this allows subsequent facile fabrication without the need for a planarization layer, such as 

parylene,[96] BCB,[232] polyimide,[233] or spin-on glass,[234] which prevent short-circuits when 

metal-contacts are deposited. The resulting Ti/TaN/Si template has a RMS roughness of ~1.6 nm, 

compared to ~24 nm for a Ti/Si template without a TaN barrier insertion. The Ti/TaN/Si interfaces 

were clearly distinguishable in transmission electron microscope imaging, Electron Dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDXS) and Electron Energy Loss spectroscopy (EELS), indicating insignificant 

interdiffusion. The substrate flatness and smoothness achieved are also essential for growth of 

NWs and device fabrication. Using this approach to achieve scalable and reliable high electrical 

injection devices, we demonstrated UV-A LEDs based on AlGaN quantum-disks (QDisks) in NWs 

with output power of 1.9 μW, and current injection up to 90 A/cm2. The electroluminescence (EL) 

spectrum showed fixed peak emission at 325 nm for a wide range of driven currents with a full-

width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 17 nm. Our approach of implementing metal-bilayer for 

reliable device operation allows researchers in the field to continue to explore into and unleash 

the potential of NWs AlGaN devices. Indeed, the NWs device technology is at its infancy, 

compared with the already matured planar nitrides. Therefore, this constitutes an important 

research effort in advancing the AlGaN NWs devices. 
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4.2 Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 29. Morphological and structural characterization of template substrates developed in this investigation: AFM 
analysis of (a) Ti/Si (Ti on Si substrate) and (b) Ti/TaN/Si (Ti on TaN/Si). (c) Comparative statistical analysis of RMS 
roughness for (a) and (b). (d) STEM and EELS maps of the Ti/TaN/Si template substrate prior to growth of NWs, 
showing a sharp interface and distinct layer-structure, indicating the absence of Ti-Si interdiffusion. 

 

One of the main challenges of growing NWs on novel substrates is to begin with a flat surface on 

which to obtain uniform NWs. This is especially significant for the fabrication of devices. We 

analyzed the surface of our substrates using AFM on a 36 μm2 area. Figure 29 (a-b) shows the 

surface roughness comparison between the Ti/Si and Ti/TaN/Si template substrates. An average 

RMS roughness of 24 nm is seen for the Ti/Si, whereas Ti/TaN/Si shows 1.6 nm, a reduction of 

more than 95 %. Fig. 29(c) shows a statistical analysis of AFM-determined roughness in different 

locations on the samples to confirm the homogeneity of the surface. No large differences are 

observed, meaning that the deposition of the TaN and Ti layers is uniform throughout the 

samples.  
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To confirm the presence of the TaN barrier layer and the surface roughness, we analyzed the 

samples by STEM and EELS. Fig. 29(d) depicts a zoomed-in image of the Ti/TaN/Si template 

substrate used for AFM measurement, prior to NW growth and after buffer chamber outgassing, 

and the elemental mapping of each layer. It is clear that no significant reaction between the 

layers is observed and the Ti surface roughness is qualitatively correlated with that of the AFM 

results. This is due to the absence of TiSix and, consequently, of tensile stress.[235] 

 

Figure 30. (a-b) Comparison of SEM micrographs for AlGaN NWs LED structure showing the rough surface and the 
height inhomogeneity for NWs grown on (a) Ti/Si, and the improvement for NWs on (b) Ti/TaN/Si. (c) Cross section 
dark-field STEM (Z-contrast) image of the Ti/TaN/Si sample (the red dash-line shows the boundary of a single 
nanowire). (d-g) EDXS elemental mapping of the Ti/TaN/Si sample for (d) Si, (e) Ta, (f) N, and (g) Ti, Ga, and Al. (h) 
EELS elemental mapping of Ti/Si template substrate showing a clear interdiffusion with 20 % Ti (~15 nm) remaining 
after outgassing at 600 °C, and subsequent growth of NWs at 640 °C. 

 
 

The structural characteristics of the Ti/Si and Ti/TaN/Si substrates after NWs growth were 

analyzed using SEM and TEM. Fig. 30(a-b) shows a SEM cross section of the NWs grown on the 
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two substrates, with a length of 300-350 nm and diameter of 90-100 nm. The NWs show an 

inverse tapered shape, thinner at the bottom and larger at the top, due to the growth 

temperature gradient and lateral growth preference. The NWs grown on the Ti/TaN/Si template 

substrate show a greater flatness compared to those grown on Ti/Si, as well as better height 

homogeneity. We also observed a spontaneous coalescence of the top p-AlGaN layer, resulting 

from the temperature dependence of the natural lateral growth rate of p-doped GaN. The 

average density was estimated to be 8 × 109 cm-2.  

Figure 30(c) shows the STEM image of the full structure used for the EDXS elemental mapping 

measurement (Fig. 30(d-g)). A slight Si interdiffusion is noticed extending 40 nm above the 

substrate, into the TaN barrier (Fig. 30(d)). However, beyond that, Si is not detected, indicating 

that the TaN prevented the layers from corrupting each other and allowed the Ti to form a flat 

surface for the NWs' growth. The dark band that appears above the TaN interlayer is due to a 

lack of materials (small crack) due to Focus Ion Beam (FIB) sample preparation. Further 

experiments with 5 nm and 10 nm TaN layers were also conducted for diffusion barrier 

optimization (not reported in this manuscript) but such thicknesses were not enough to impede 

the interdiffusion. In Fig. 30(e), we show a Ta elemental map. Other than the strong Ta signal 

from the interlayer, faint signal was also observed in the nanowire section. This is due to the 

presence of Cu signal originated from the FIB grid, which overlaps with the Ta signal in EDXS. 

Figure 30(f) shows the nitrogen EDXS map. Under plasma irradiation, N diffuses throughout Ti to 

form primarily a conductive δ-TiN layer at the surface, due to the small plasma influence on the 

deep N diffusion process.[236] Fig. 30(h) shows the EELS elemental mapping of the Ti/Si substrate 

after outgassing in the MBE buffer chamber and subsequent NWs growth at the same 
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temperatures as the Ti/TaN/Si sample. As expected from the parabolic trend of the titanium 

silicide growth rate,[237] 80 % of the Ti is transformed into TiSix. The high diffusivity of Si in Ti is 

reduced as the silicide grain size increases. In fact the silicon flux through Ti grain boundaries 

depends on the silicide grain radius and the diffusion width of the grain.[238] As reported by 

Kato, the TiSi2 phase dominates above 600 °C.[239] As the NWs growth took place at 640 °C, we 

can assume we obtained the same phase. Moreover, previous reports show the presence of an 

amorphous interlayer between the metal and the semiconductors,[240] and more specifically, 

between the Ti and crystalline silicon, after annealing at 600 °C.[241] However, such a layer was 

not found in our study. In addition, the Ti surface appears to be rough, most probably due to a 

tensile stress of approximately (1-2)×1010 dyn/cm2 (for a 100 nm Ti layer), which builds up in the 

film at high temperatures with increasing TiSi2 growth.[235] 

 

Figure 31. (a) Temperature-dependent PL (TDPL) spectra of AlGaN NWs using a 266-nm pulsed laser excitation, 
showing both quantum barrier (QB) (288 nm) and QDisks emission peaks. Inset shows an example of fitting PL 
intensity versus wavelength spectrum using two Gaussian peaks to extract the Qdisks peak wavelengths. (b) Peak 
shift and FWHM as a function of temperature. 

 
 

Next, we examined the evolution of PL characteristics for assessment of AlGaN-based NWs 

material quality when they are grown on the metal-bilayer. Fig. 31(a) shows the temperature-
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dependent PL (TDPL) from 10 to 300 K. A strong peak appears at ~320 nm due to the QDisks 

recombination process and a second peak emerges at 288 nm, resulting from the short diffusion 

length of excess carriers at low temperatures that gives rise to radiative recombination in the 

quantum barrier. When deconvoluted into two Gaussian curves (e.g. inset in Fig. 31(a)), it is noted 

that the FWHM values for the QDisks-related Gaussian component are almost constant (18.1 ± 

0.2 nm) versus temperature (Fig. 31(b), blue curve), signifying negligible inhomogeneous and 

homogeneous broadening. The FWHM values are close to that of our previous reports (~15 

nm),[123, 141] and thus material quality is adequately preserved when metal bilayer is 

implemented. The relatively small value of 18.1 nm indicates insignificant fluctuations in 

composition, and also that there is quantum confinement effect. Unlike in InGaN-based 

structures, where indium compositional fluctuation dominates,[242] which results in large 

emission spectrum broadening, AlGaN materials are less prone to temperature variations,[243] 

hence showing smaller composition modulation and in turn narrower PL FWHM.[244] On the 

other hand, the QDisks emission peak changes from 317 nm (3.912 eV) at a temperature of 10 K 

to 321 nm (3.863 eV) at room temperature, as predicted by the Varshni empirical equation.  
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Figure 32. AlGaN NWs LED characterization: (a) linear and semilog plots of current-voltage characteristics showing 
~8-V turn-on voltage; and (b) power-voltage characteristics showing up to 1.9 μW optical power. Inset shows AlGaN 
NWs LED structure. (c) Electroluminescence spectra at different injection currents (from 10 mA to 110 mA), showing 
a peak wavelength of 325 nm. Inset depicts the shift in peak wavelength (Peak λ) and FWHM with increasing current 
(I). (d) Plot of relative external quantum efficiency (relative EQE, or ηext) vs. injection current. 
 

 

Figure 32(a) depicts the I-V characteristics of the UV AlGaN-NW LEDs, with both linear and 

logarithm scales used for the current density to confirm the diode behavior. The turn-on 

resistance was measured to be 14.3 Ω by linearly extrapolating the I-V exponential region (red 

dashed line). We were able to inject current at a density up to 90 A/cm2, indicating that the Ti/TaN 

contact layer is stable. As the work function of TaN is in the range 3.4–4.1 eV[231] and the 

electron affinity of silicon is ~ 4.29 eV,[245] a TaN-Si junction forms an ohmic contact, improving 
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the electrical conductivity. We measured the sheet resistance for TaN (20 nm) on Si (TaN/Si) 

before and after annealing (640 °C for 1 min in vacuum), Ti (80 nm) on Si (Ti/Si), and for Ti on 

TaN/Si after outgassing (in the MBE load lock at 200 °C and the buffer chamber at 600 °C); the 

results are presented in Table 6. The small sheet resistance decrease (18.5%) for the TaN/Si 

sample upon annealing can be neglected in comparison to the range of reported Ti/Si values (20–

25 Ω/□ at RT) for different annealing temperatures.[235, 246] However, the small value of 2.93 

Ω/□ for outgassed Ti/TaN/Si, in comparison to Ti/Si (25.89 Ω/□), cannot result from a TiSi2 layer; 

Fig. 30(d) shows the TaN barrier that prevents the silicide formation. On the other hand, the low 

sheet resistance may be related to the underlying highly conductive TaN layer in parallel to the 

Ti. 

Table 6. Sheet resistance of different layer structures. 

 

Layer Structure Sheet Resistance (Ω/□) 

Silicon substrate 138.02 ± 0.39 

TaN/Si-substrate 1.85 ± 0.20 

Annealed TaN/Si-substrate 1.51 ± 0.02 

Ti/Si-substrate 25.89 ± 0.15 

Outgassed Ti/TaN/Si-substrate 2.93 ± 0.03 

 

A large bandgap p-AlGaN contact-cap layer was grown instead of p-GaN, giving a turn-on voltage 

of ~8 V, which is comparable to our previously reported value.[141] An output power of 1.9 μW 

at 12 V was also achieved as depicted in Fig. 32(b) for the NWs LED layer-structure shown in the 

inset. This is an improvement over our previous devices, in part because of the higher light 
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extraction efficiency from using a non-absorbing (at 325-nm wavelength) p-AlGaN layer. In 

addition, the present device has a larger number of NWs being injected, because of the improved 

NW-height homogeneity when grown on the Ti/TaN/Si template. Further, we underestimate the 

measured power, as the microscope objective does not collect the full solid angle of the 

Lambertian radiation pattern. Another factor that affects the optical power is the IQE. From the 

integrated intensity of the PL spectrum at 10 K and RT we extracted the IQE with a value of 

approximately 20 %. Improvement on this side is highly necessary and this starts with the growth 

of defect-free materials. This optimization is still on going in our laboratory. Optimization of the 

internal structure design will also help in achieving improved optical power output along with the 

device simulation. This will be discussed in the next chapter. Another limiting factor is the 

absorption from the substrate. Though a metal bi-layer is employed, the reflectivity in the UV 

region is not perfect and part of the emitted light will leak through the substrate and get 

absorbed, hence affecting the overall collected power. In this regard, I would like to emphasize 

how the top p-AlGaN layer does not play a role in the light absorption. I specifically designed the 

LED structure without the top p-GaN layer in order to reduce the UV light absorption. Finally, the 

optical power is affected by the scattering among the NWs. As they are self-assembled, gaps exist 

that enhance the light scattering once the device is turned on, and consequently trap and 

reabsorbed the emitted radiation. To circumvent this issue, selective area growth is required 

where closely packed and highly oriented NWs prevent the losses and allow enhance power 

output. 

It is notable that saturation or thermal roll-over in the light output power is not observed up to 

90 A/cm2 (12 V); this signifies that operation at high injection current density is feasible with the 
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use of a Ti/TaN/Si template, with reliable process and device performance. Another factor that 

affects the optical power is the IQE. From the integrated intensity of the PL spectrum at 10 K and 

RT we extracted the IQE with a value of approximately 20 %. Improvement on this side is highly 

necessary and this starts with the growth of defect-free materials. This optimization is still on 

going in our laboratory. Optimization of the internal structure design will also help in achieving 

improved optical power output along with the device simulation. This will be discussed in the 

next chapter. Another limiting factor is the absorption from the substrate. Though a metal bi-

layer is employed, the reflectivity in the UV region is not perfect and part of the emitted light will 

leak through the substrate and get absorbed, hence affecting the overall collected power. In this 

regard, I would like to emphasize how the top p-AlGaN layer does not play a role in the light 

absorption. I specifically designed the LED structure without the top p-GaN layer in order to 

reduce the UV light absorption. Finally, the optical power is affected by the scattering among the 

NWs. As they are self-assembled, gaps exist that enhance the light scattering once the device is 

turned on, and consequently trap and reabsorbed the emitted radiation. To circumvent this issue, 

selective area growth is required where closely packed and highly oriented NWs prevent the 

losses and allow enhance power output. 

For room temperature EL measurement, current was varied from 10 to 110 mA as shown in Fig. 

32(c), with peak emission at 325 nm when injected with 110 mA. This is close to the RT PL at 320 

nm, confirming that QDisks are responsible for emission from the active region. The inset shows 

that peak emission wavelength is independent of injection current density. This is explained by 

the reduction in the quantum-confined Stark effect resulting from a lower piezoelectric 

polarization field-related strain. In fact, unlike those planar structures that are highly affected by 
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polarization fields,[247] NWs are strain-relieved structures, hence the blue shift that is typically 

observed with change in injection current is insignificant. The FWHM initially decreases rapidly 

with injection current, until ~30 mA when the trend reverses and inhomogeneous broadening 

gradually increases it. 

The relative external quantum efficiency (EQE) was calculated with the formula depicted in Fig. 

32(d) where P is the optical power obtained in Fig. 32(b), hν is the photon energy (Fig. 32(c)), I is 

the injection current and e is the electron charge. We observed that the EQE rapidly increases 

with the injected current and reaches a plateau beyond 50 A/cm2.  

We also tested the stability of the device shown in the inset in Fig. 33 over approximately 6 h 

with an injection current density of 72 A/cm2 (Fig. 5), noting that the device is still functional 

beyond the 6-hour test period. The behavior shows one of the typical trend when device is 

subjected to an excessive burn-in cycle. Although the power rapidly decreases in the first hour, 

it then stabilizes without showing device failure at the high injection current, indicating that the 

NWs-based UV device can sustain a high injection current for a prolonged period of time. It would 

also be interesting to analyze the I-V characteristics before and after the stability test. Such 

measurement, however, was not performed in this thesis but will be further studied. A reduction 

in voltage was observed at constant current, meaning that we would expect a similar trend in the 

I-V curves. Again, the reason behind this is the raise in temperature, and specifically in junction 

temperature that affects the active region. Even in silicon substrates low heat dissipation is 

detrimental for the operation of the light emitters. Though proper thermal management, i.e. 

temperature controller, was not employed, we show later in this thesis how a metal substrate 

can enhance the temperature dissipation and improve the device performance. 
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It is also noted that the contact was intact and no degradation other than the active region (as 

shown by the study using the ABC fitting) was noticed. 

 

Figure 33. LED power stability test with injection current of 72 A/cm2. Inset shows the probed device in operation. 

 

4.3 Summary 
 

In conclusion, UV-A LEDs based on an AlGaN NWs structure were demonstrated on metal-

bilayer/silicon for reliable operation at high injection current. By implementing a TaN diffusion 

barrier, we significantly reduced the formation of TiSi2, as confirmed by EDXS and EELS imaging, 

and the roughness resulting from the high-temperature MBE process, thereby preserving the 

smoothness of a Ti pre-orienting layer. As a result, RMS roughness of 1.6 nm was achieved on a 

Ti/TaN/Si template as compared to 26 nm on a Ti/Si template. This approach enables the growth 

of uniform NWs with improved electrical efficiency and reliability. The fabricated NW-LED shows 

1.9 μW light output power with an electroluminescence peak at 325 nm under DC operation, 
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tolerating a high injection current density up to 90 A/cm2. The improved process contributed to 

the progress in diode-based UV-A LED technology, potentially opening a pathway towards 

eventual low-cost UV devices leveraging on scalable silicon substrate technology. 
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CHAPTER 5. UV AlGaN/GaN NWs structure optimization and device reliability 
 

After designing the metal bi-layer substrate and obtaining improved current injection compared 

to the device grown on silicon, the next step to achieve higher optical power is to optimize the 

internal structure of the UV NWs LED and to study the device characteristics. 

Here I report a comparison of UV-A emitting structures with varying Qdisks thickness and a 

graded top Mg doped AlGaN layer, all operating at room temperature. The structures were 

designed to have peak emission around 340 nm. The LED with thicker top Mg doped GaN layers 

showed lower turn-on voltage of around 6.1 V but at the cost of weaker collected signal. The 

device with graded p-AlGaN layer in unification with a thinner p-GaN layer showed 10× 

enhancement in the output power. A higher turn-on voltage of 9 V was observed which is due to 

the relatively higher Al composition in the Mg doped top layers. The degradation mechanism that 

limits the NWs LED reliability is studied. At low injection current the device shows a good stability 

with no sign of degradation in optical power output. However, at higher injection current, the 

device shows a rapid fall-off with a degradation rate of 5.235 × 10-2 min-1 due to formation of 

deep energy levels that contribute to non-radiative recombination processes. 

5.1 Results and Discussion 
 

Fig. 19(a)-(c) shows the highly packed NWs top view SEM image of the 3 samples with the 

respective diameter distribution charts. The diameters fall in the range of 40-70 nm, 45-80, and 

45-75 nm for sample 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Partial coalescence of the top NWs can also be 

observed which can help in reducing carrier leakage induced by top metal deposition. Fig. 1(d)-

(f) shows the tilted view SEM and the length distribution charts with values from 450-500 nm, 
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460-500, and 420-490 nm for sample 1, 2 and 3. The areal density was also estimated to be 

~1.2×1010 cm-2, 9.2×109 cm-2 and 1×1010 cm-2 respectively. Due to the similar areal density 

obtained, we can emphasize the repeatability of the growth process. The NWs were grown on Si 

(001) substrate using PAMBE under nitrogen rich condition thus are expected to be N-polar.[130] 

The NWs are seen to exhibit inverse tapered shape being thinnest at the bottom (~30 nm) and 

reaching a diameter of ~65 nm at the top. This is due to the variation in growth temperature and 

slight lateral growth preference due to high Ga adatoms mobility. An encapsulation of active 

region with few nanometers AlGaN having high Al content was also observed due to small Al 

diffusion length.  

 

Figure 34. Structural characterization of the NWs. (a)-(c) Top view SEM image shows tightly packed, partially 
coalesced NWs. Insets show the statistical analysis of the NWs diameter. (d)-(f) Tilt view SEM images show vertically 
aligned NWs with uniform height. Insets show the NWs length distribution charts. 
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Fig. 34 (a) shows the structure of the three devices. Qdisk thickness in sample 1 and 3 is kept 

same at 1.2 nm and is double that of sample 2 (0.6 nm). In this design, thin GaN Qdisks are used 

to achieve shorter wavelength due to large quantum confinement. The design of sample 3 was 

further improved with a larger graded p-AlGaN layer and reduced p-GaN thickness. This was done 

to improve light extraction properties of the ultraviolet device. P-GaN thickness for sample 1 and 

2 was kept constant while having similar grading scheme over 10 nm. Grading was done to reduce 

energy barrier for electron and hole entering the active region from their respective constant.  

To investigate the emission properties of the three samples, photoluminescence measurements 

at room temperature were performed (Fig. 35(b)). Well defined emission peaks and strong PL 

intensity is an indication of improved carrier recombination mechanism in Qdisk structures with 

good AlGaN crystalline quality. The PL emission from the three samples show a blue shift due to 

the quantum confinement effects, compared to the expected around 364 nm emission from the 

bulk GaN. Sample 1 and 3 have similar emission peak of 332 and 331.7 nm (FWHM of 21.4 nm 

and 22.1 nm) as expected due to the same active region thickness (1.2 nm Qdisks). For sample 2 

the quantum confinement is even stronger in presence of thinner Qdisks (0.6 nm) thus having an 

emission at 328 nm (FWHM of 20 nm). Double heterostructure (DHS) based UV devices have 

shown to have linewidth up to 30 nm thus signifying the use of quantum confined structures in 

the active region.[124] The emission from the Qdisks has a smaller FWHM which correlates to 

homogenous NWs and Qdisks with strong spatial localization (quantum confinement). 

The three NWs UV LED samples were characterized at different DC-biases for L-I-V characteristics 

as illustrated in Fig. 36(a). From the I-V plot, the turn-on voltage and respective series resistance 
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for sample 1,2 and 3 were measured to be around 6.1, 6.1, 9 V and 14.52, 18.29, 77.8 Ω. For 

sample 1 and 2, I-V behavior is comparable as predicted due to the similar doped layers. The 

apparent higher turn-on voltage for sample 3 can be attributed to the larger average bandgap 

for the Mg-doped graded layers, lower ionization of dopants and negative fixed volume charge 

formation in presence of N-polarity. For all samples, the insulating SixN layer at the NWs/silicon 

interface also introduces a resistive layer resulting to larger turn-on voltage compared to their 

bandgaps. Other published works have reported onset voltages of up to 7.2 V for UV-A (320-400 

nm) NW-based LEDs.[124, 134] 

 

Figure 35. (a) Schematic of the NWs-based samples with their respective layers. (b) RTPL spectrum, with peak 
intensity at 328 nm for sample 2 and ~332 for sample 1 and 3 nm emitted from the quantum disk using 266 nm as 
the excitation source. 

 

A significant improvement in power output for sample 3 compared to sample 1 and 2 grown with 

thicker p-GaN layer is observed (fig. 36(a-c)). This difference is due to the large absorption 

coefficient of the thick p-GaN layer in the UV regime, thus reducing the light extraction. This 

creates a tradeoff as a transparent (thinner) p-GaN layer may lead to larger turn on voltage as 

observed for sample 3. An important feature to be noted is that no saturation in optical power 
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up to 100 mA of current injection is achieved for all the samples. Moreover, a number of devices 

were tested across the wafer with many showing I-V plots with good diode characteristics thus 

indicating a homogeneous growth and reliable fabrication process.  

Figure 36 (d-f) shows the room temperature band-edge electroluminescence (EL) under different 

dc biases for sample 1, 2 and 3. All samples show a weak peak around ~400 nm which can be 

ascribed to carrier leakage out of the thin wells and recombining in the p-GaN layer having sub-

bandgap states.[248] In addition, a slight hump in EL spectrum around 300 nm for all samples is 

due to carrier hopping on the quantum barrier followed by recombination. The EL peak for 

sample 2 was at 339 nm at 100 mA different from other samples. Observed blue shift relative to 

GaN-based QW bandgap is due to higher quantum confinement in presence of thinner Qdisks. 

All the samples have an emission around ~340 nm, correlating well with the PL signal and 

indicating carrier transitions in the active region. The slight differences observed in the emission 

spectra shape are mainly due to the inhomogeneity introduced by NWs initial nucleation process, 

which is a thermodynamically-governed random process. This leads to variation in morphology 

of the NWs and in turn emission inhomogeneity. Sample 3 gives the strongest EL signal with peak 

emission at 335 nm in conjunction with higher measured optical power. Less absorbing p-contact 

and graded layer allows more photons to escape from the NWs resulting in higher extraction 

efficiency. Achieving similar emission properties with different growths reaffirms our optimized 

and controllable growth conditions. A narrow linewidth of 15.43, 13.31, 13.64 nm, obtained by 

fitting with a Gaussian function, is an indication of quantum confined effect and homogeneous 

Qdisks formation. Further LEDs characterization reveals that the emission peaks are nearly 

independent on injection current and displays a negligible blue shift when the injection current 
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was increased from 0 to 100 mA (see Fig. 36(d-f)). In individual NWs, band filling and possible 

alloy broadening, as seen in PL spectra at high optical power excitation, can cause the peak to 

shift to shorter wavelengths but such effects are mitigated in AlGaN by optimizing the growth 

kinetics.[249] A similar blue shift behavior also occurs in AlGaN quantum well based planar 

devices in the presence of high polarization fields.[247] However, since NWs are low piezo-

polarization structures, due to lateral strain relaxation at the nucleation site and reduced volume, 

such effects are insignificant.[250, 251] 

 

Figure 36. Electrical characterization of the NW devices. (a-c) L-I-V characteristics showing turn on voltages (red 
dotted lines). (d-f) EL spectrum of NW devices at different injection currents 
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We also investigated the device degradation of over 5 hour-period of sample 3 as it gives the 

highest output power. Fig. 37(a) shows the power-voltage plot as a function of aging time at 16 

A/cm2 injection current at room temperature. The relatively low injection current used implies 

that during stability test the device self-heat is limited with respect to room temperature, hence 

the effects of thermal stress can be attributed principally to carrier flow.[252] The output power 

remains almost constant along with the voltage, signifying that the device can sustain such 

injection current with no sign of degradation or catastrophic failure.  

We then further analyzed the dominating recombination mechanisms happening within the 

device before and after stress. From charge neutrality conditions we can express the LED rate 

equation as[253] 

                                             
𝑑𝑛

𝑑𝑡
=  

𝐽

𝑞𝑑
−  𝐴𝑛 − 𝐵𝑛2  − 𝐶𝑛3 −  

𝐽𝐿

𝑞𝑙𝑚
                                             (1) 

where d is the active layer thickness, lm is the minority carrier diffusion length, J is the current 

density, q is the unit charge, A, B and C are the Shockley-Read-Hall, radiative and Auger 

recombination rates and JL is the leakage current. Under steady state dn/dt=0, and for the case 

of large band-gap material such as AlGaN, Auger recombination can be ignored and does not 

change with stress time. Moreover, under high injection current and if radiative recombination 

is more prominent than the non-radiative, eq. 1 can be rewritten as 

                                                                       
𝐽

𝑞𝑑
~𝐵𝑛2 = 𝐿                                                                              (2) 
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where L is the output power that is proportional to J having a slope ~ 1 in the log-log L-I plot as 

shown in the high injection current region for both curves. The optical power can then be 

expressed with a linear behavior as: 

                                                                             𝑃 =  𝛼 ∙ 𝐼                                                                        (3) 

where α is a luminescence factor (W/A for I >Ith).[254] 

On the contrary, if the non-radiative processes are more pronounced than radiative, L is 

proportional to J2 since 

                                                                    
𝐽

𝑞𝑑
~𝐴𝑛                                                                                     (4) 

     

                                                                         𝐿 =  𝐵𝑛2~
𝐵

𝐴2 (
𝐽

𝑞𝑑
)

2

                                                                           (5) 

 

hence the slope of the log-log L-I curve is ~ 2. Therefore, the optical power follows a quadratic 

behavior as: 

                                                                          𝑃 =  𝛾 ∙ 𝐼2                                                                            (6) 

where γ is a luminescence factor (W/A2 for I < Ith). 

Figure 37(b) depicts the power-current plot after a 5-hour soft stress test. As stated above, we 

can distinguish two regimes where the power follows a quadratic and linear behavior. We noticed 

a change in optical power curves between the samples tested before and after stress test. Using 

equation 3 and 5 we extracted the γ factors for both devices. A decrease by approximately 30 % 

was observed. On the other hand, α factor remained almost constant. Considering equation 5, 
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we can then conclude that (B/A2) is the only factor that causes the optical power degradation, 

hence only the LED active layer is degraded. 

Furthermore, by extrapolating the slope of the log-log L-I curve at low and high current injection 

we studied the dominating recombination mechanisms as shown in Fig. 37(c). Before and after 

stress the slopes in the high injection regime (J > 20 A/cm2) are 0.93 and 0.95, confirming that 

the non-radiative recombination saturates and the radiative recombination dominates. On the 

other hand, at low injection current (J < 8 A/cm2) the slopes are 1.09 and 2.23 meaning that non-

radiative processes start playing a role for the sample after stress, hence endorsing that the low 

device degradation is due to increment of non-radiative recombination centers.[255] Figure 37(c) 

also shows a comparison with a GaN-based LED before and after stress test performed by 

Meneghini et al.[252]  Similarly to our results, at high current the slopes show values of 1.95 and 

1.05 for samples before and after stress respectively, meaning that radiative recombination 

dominates in this regime. At low current, however, the values slightly differ, namely higher than 

AlGaN NWs before stress and lower after stress. This can be explained considering the lower 

concentration of defect states in NWs compared to planar structure that limits the non-radiative 

recombination processes. On the other hand, after stress, it seems that NWs are more subjected 

to generation of defects that degrade the device performance as confirmed by the longer stability 

of planar structures. 

We also tested the device performance at 24 A/cm2 injection current (Figure 37(d)). In this case, 

the output power rapidly decreased within the first hour meaning that stress at high injection 

induces the formation of non-radiative recombination centers. To study the degradation rate, we 

can express the output power (P) as an exponential function depending on time (t) as follow: 
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                                                                              𝑃 =  𝑃0 𝑒
(−𝛽𝑡)                                                                (7) 

where P0 is the initial optical power and β is the degradation rate. The solid blue line shows the 

fitting of the curve using equation 7. The extrapolated degradation rate is 5.235 × 10-2 min-1. It is 

noted that the generation of non-radiative centers is not the only cause of device degradation. 

As reported in early works, ohmic contact damage,[256] enhanced tunneling,[257] and Mg-

related acceptors complexes[258] severely contribute to degradation. However, in this 

experiment we did not notice any contact damage on the device, suggesting that the increment 

in defect density and Mg acceptors is the dominating mechanism of degradation. 
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Figure 37. Stress test of sample 3. (a) power and voltage plot as a function of degradation time at 16 A/cm2 injection 
current, showing stable performance. (b) Power-current curve after 5-h stress period showing the two regimes. (c) 
Power-current curve before and after 5-h stress showing the fitted slopes at low and high current injection for planar 
GaN-based LED and AlGaN NWs LED. (d) output power and fitted relative output power vs degradation time at 24 
A/cm2.  
 
 

5.2 Summary 
 

In summary, the different design of AlGaN-GaN-based UV-A NWs LED grown on Si were 

compared. The vertically aligned NWs were grown using PAMBE with density, diameter and 

length in the rage of ~9 x 10-9 - 1 x 10-10 cm-2, ~40- 80 nm, and ~420-500 nm respectively. TEM 

analysis showed well defined, defect-free GaN Qdisks formation. Narrow linewidth of ~23 nm for 

sample 3 was obtained in the presence of Qdisks. The peak wavelength of EL emission for all 

samples was invariant to injection current showing weak QCSE and better crystal homogeneity 

within and across NWs. The power shows no-saturation with injection current up to 100 mA 

emphasizing the active role of Qdisks to reduce carrier separation and graded doped layers with 

reduced absorption and improved current injection. Sample 3, having a graded layer, showed the 

highest optical power thus emphasizing the need for a transparent conductive top p-layer for 

devices having higher light extraction efficiencies. However, such adjustment may lead to larger 

turn on voltage and in turn heating issue, thus a tradeoff exists. Stress test was performed showin 

that at relatively low injection current the device integrity is conserved. However, at higher 

injection current, a pronounced fall-off in power output was observed with a degradation rate of 

5.235 × 10-2 min-1. The UV Qdisk-in-NW devices reported here provide the desirable 

environmental-friendly, and cost-effective solution for numerous applications. 

It would also be interesting to analyze the I-V characteristics before and after the stability test. 

Such measurement, however, was not performed in this thesis but will be further studied.  
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A reduction in voltage was observed at constant current, meaning that we would expect a similar 

trend in the I-V curves. Again, the reason behind this is the raise in temperature, and specifically 

in junction temperature that affects the active region. Even in silicon substrates low heat 

dissipation is detrimental for the operation of the light emitters. Though proper thermal 

management, i.e. temperature controller, was not employed, we show later in this thesis how a 

metal substrate can enhance the temperature dissipation and improve the device performance. 

It is also noted that the contact was intact and no degradation other than the active region (as 

shown by the study using the ABC fitting) was noticed.  
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CHAPTER 6. Diode junction temperature in AlGaN NWs LEDs 
 

Another important factor that is necessary to take into account when studying the efficiency of 

the light-emitters is the heating effect and, specifically for p-n diodes, the junction temperature. 

While in operation, light-emitters heating is detrimental for the optical power and various 

techniques have been adopted to improve the heat dissipation in such devices. Thanks to the 

flexibility of NWs devices that can be grown on different substrates, here we study how the 

metallic substrate helps in better dissipating heat as well as reducing the junction temperature 

compared to silicon substrates and the common planar devices on sapphire. 

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

Despite high power AlGaN-based light emitting diodes (LEDs) have been well demonstrated with 

emission wavelength ranging from UV-A- to UV-C regions,[5, 259, 260] the device efficiency 

suffers from the detrimental thermal heating associated with the high operating current. LEDs 

usually operate at high injection current and most of these devices show such decrease in 

efficiencies for current injections as low as 10 A/cm2.[261] While some part of the electrical input 

power is converted into photons yielding the illumination, most of it remains within the device 

as heat, which is lost into Joule heating. Such drop in efficiency is dominantly related to the diode 

junction temperature (Tj) that can reach values higher than the ambient operating temperatures 

and the overall device temperature. The increment in Tj not only affects the device efficiency but 

also the operating voltage, emission wavelength,[262, 263] power output,[264] chromaticity and 

reliability.[265] Especially, prolonged current injection leads to higher Tj which drastically 
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degrades the LED performance, thereby causing catastrophic device failure. Various methods 

have been employed for measuring the junction temperature such as Raman spectroscopy,[266] 

thermal resistance,[267] photoluminescence,[268] nematic liquid crystals,[269] 

electroluminescence (band peak shift and high-energy slope of the spectrum)[270] and diode 

forward voltage.[271] Among these, the forward voltage method is considered the most 

accurate, though a precise calibration is needed for each device under test.  

III-nitride NWs have attracted much interest as they circumvent planar device problems such as 

strain-induced polarization, threading dislocation and cost-effective growth on various 

substrates. While NWs on silicon substrate consist in a desirable platform for low-cost and 

scalable devices, the spontaneous formation of the insulating SiNx layer at the 

semiconductor/substrate interface limits their applicability, impeding heat dissipation and 

electrical conduction.[272] It has been recently demonstrated that NWs growth on metal thin 

films helps to avoid such issues, hence reducing the potential barrier for carrier flow and allowing 

increased current injections with lower Joule heating.[137, 141, 142, 168]  

As many efforts have been attained by the UV III-nitride NWs community to bring NWs 

technology to a practical application, it is of particular importance to study the diode Tj of such 

devices to evaluate the best configuration for efficient heat dissipation through the heat sink 

substrate, prevent overheating, short lifespan and reduced light intensity. To date, there are no 

reports on UV AlGaN (and in general III-nitride) NWs LED Tj measurements; therefore this work 

consists on experimental findings that aims to enlighten the UV LED NWs community for 

designing and optimizing the diode structures and substrate, and to realize high power and 

reliable devices for eventual practical implementation.  
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We present Tj measurements by employing the diode forward voltage and the energy peak-shift 

methods on UV AlxGa1-xN/AlyGa1-yN quantum disk/quantum barrier (x < y) NWs LEDs grown on 

metal (Ti/TaN) and silicon substrates. Despite the lower thermal conductivity of the metal 

template, we observed lower Tj of 61 °C as compared to that of Si (105 °C) at 50 mA. This reveals 

that the reduced Tj is mainly due to the more efficient electrical-to-optical energy conversion of 

the sample grown on metal substrate, and therefore reduced Joule heating. We have reported 

recently that AlGaN NWs grown on metal thin film can achieve higher injection current due to 

the increased electrical conductivity and the absence of the above mentioned SiNx barrier at the 

substrate/NWs interface.[142] We report a lower Tj compared to planar UV GaN and AlGaN 

planar structures by using the same forward voltage method (compared to previous reports). 

Comparison of Tj using EL peak-shift method and infrared thermo-camera, resulted in slightly 

lower values as previously reported in planar devices.  

The AlxGa1-xN/AlyGa1-yN NWs devices are grown on Ti (80 nm)/TaN (20 nm)/Si (100) and on silicon 

substrates using the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The metal deposition, NWs growth and 

fabrication process details can be found in reference [142] and [123]. Briefly, for the sample on 

metal, the growth was initiated with ~85 nm n-GaN followed by 50 nm n-AlGaN. The active region 

is composed of 10 stacked AlxGa1-xN quantum disks (3 nm)/ AlyGa1-yN quantum barriers (4 nm), x 

< y. p+-AlGaN contact layer is then grown above a p-AlGaN layer with a total thickness of 20 nm. 

For the sample on silicon substrate, ~150 nm n-GaN is grown, followed by 75 nm n-AlGaN. 15 

stacked AlxGa1-xN/AlyGa1-yN quantum disks/quantum barriers are then grown atop the n-doped 

layer. The p-contact layer is formed growing 10 nm p-GaN. The samples are fabricated using the 

contact lithography technique. Ni (5 nm)/ Au (5 nm) were evaporated and annealed to form an 
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ohmic contact with p-AlGaN and subsequent Ni (10 nm)/ Au (400 nm) and Ti (10 nm)/ Au (150 

nm) are deposited as p- and n-contacts respectively. 

For the calibration of the diode forward voltage method, a semi-automated probe system 

(Cascade Microtech Summit 11000 AP) was incorporated with a pulsed source meter (Keithley 

2611B, 1 % duty cycle, 25 ms pulses). The measurement of the instant voltage and the voltage at 

the equilibrium was performed using a direct-current (DC) source meter (Keithley 2400). The EL 

spectrum was collected using a 15× objective lens (Thorlabs LMU-15X-UVB, focal length 13 mm 

and numerical aperture (NA) of 0.32, with anti-reflection (AR) coating for the 240-360 nm 

wavelength range, and a 50:50 beam-splitter (Thorlabs BSW19, AR coated for 250-450 nm) to 

distribute the light to the focusing lenses of a viewing camera.  

The viewing camera consists of infrared (IR) camera (Infrasight IS640) incorporated with an 

uncooled amorphous silicon microbolometer with an array size of 640 x 480 pixels and a spectral 

response ranging from 7-14 μm. 

6.2 Results and Discussion 
 

The diode forward voltage method is based on the Shockley diode equation[271] 

                                                                        𝐽𝐹 = 𝐽𝑆 [𝑒(
𝑒𝑉𝐹
𝑛𝑘𝑇

) − 1]                                                                             (1) 

where JF is the applied current density, JS the saturation current density, n the ideality factor, VF 

the forward voltage, k the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. In order to obtain the 

relation between the voltage and the temperature (and considering VF ≫ kT/e) we need to 

rewrite equation (1) as:[271]  
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                                                                             𝑉𝐹 =
𝑛𝑘𝑇

𝑒
𝑙𝑛 (

𝐽𝐹

𝐽𝑆
)                                                                                 (2) 

And the change of junction voltage as a function of temperature can be expressed as:[271]  

                                                                          
𝑑𝑉𝐹

𝑑𝑇
=

𝑑

𝑑𝑇
[

𝑛𝑘𝑇

𝑒
𝑙𝑛 (

𝐽𝐹

𝐽𝑆
)]                                                                        (3) 

It is noted that the temperature dependence of junction voltage is due to the temperature 

dependence of intrinsic carrier concentration, effective densities of states in the conduction and 

valence band, and material bandgap energy and that the contribution of the latter is 

approximately 24 % for GaN.[273] Experimentally, with increasing temperature, the junction 

voltage decreases when working at constant current. Such linear dependence of VF and T can be 

fitted as 

                                                                             𝑉𝐹 =  𝛼 + 𝐾𝑇𝑇𝑂                                                                                  (4) 

where KT is the temperature coefficient and TO is the temperature of the heat sink.  

Figure 38(a) shows the I-V curve of the AlGaN NWs LED on metal and silicon substrate under DC 

operation. The turn-on voltages of the devices are ~ 8 and 10 V respectively while the turn-on 

resistances are ~ 14 and 80 Ω. During the calibration measurement of the AlGaN NWs on metal, 

the current was increased from 1 to 7 mA and the measured VF versus T plot is shown in Fig. 

38(b). The temperature coefficient, i.e. dVF/dT, of - 6.3 mV/°C is slightly lower than previously 

experimentally measured UV AlGaN and GaN planar LEDs of - 5.8 mV/°C[270] and - 2.3 

mV/°C,[271] and lower than theoretical values (- 1.76 mV/°C).[273] In fact, the latter defines the 

lower limit of the magnitude of dVF/dT. Moreover, it does not take into account the contribution 

from the resistive-higher-doping-activation neutral regions at high temperatures, where the 
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resistivity decreases together with the voltage. Figure 38(c) shows the VF versus T plot for the 

AlGaN NWs on silicon substrate with a temperature coefficient of - 5.2 mV/°C.  

From equation (4), the junction temperature can be obtained as[274] 

                                                                            𝑇𝑗 =  𝑇𝐴 +  
(𝑉𝐹𝑇− 𝑉𝐹𝑂)

𝐾𝑇
                                                                       (5) 

where TA is the ambient temperature, VFT and VFO are the equilibrium and instant voltage. An 

example of the VFT at 50 mA (DC operation) at room temperature for the device on silicon is 

shown in Figure 1(d). The VFT is the constant forward voltage at thermal equilibrium, i.e. 

measured after 30 min at constant current. At thermal equilibrium, the voltage reaches a plateau. 

At 50 mA the instant (initial) voltage is 18.90 V while after equilibrium it is 18.48 V. The high 

voltage measured is a consequence of the high device resistance that is possibly due to the 

spontaneous SiNx layer at the GaN/Si interface. The resultant ∆V is equal to 42 mV that is 

substantially higher than GaN-based planar devices. It is also noted that, as the current increases, 

the ∆V further increases. 
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Figure 38. Forward voltage method calibration. (a) I-V curve for the AlGaN NWs LEDs on metal and silicon substrate 
under DC current. (b) Forward voltage vs heat sink temperature for the AlGaN NWs LED on metal. (c) Forward voltage 
vs heat sink temperature for the AlGaN NWs LED on silicon, and (d) forward voltage variation as a function of time 
at 50 mA for the sample on silicon. 

 

In order to compare the results obtained using the forward voltage method, we measured the Tj 

using the EL emission peak-shift method. The band-gap-dependent temperature coefficient Kλ 

needs to be extracted and the Tj can be calculated as follow[275] 

                                                                                   𝑇𝑗 =  𝑇𝑂 +  
∆𝜆

𝐾𝜆
                                                                               (6) 
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where TO is the ambient temperature, ∆λ is the peak emission wavelength difference measured 

in DC and pulsed current. Figure 39(a) shows the emission peak shift as a function of temperature 

for the AlGaN NWs LED on metal substrate. Different devices were tested and an average Kλ of 

0.027 nm/°C was calculated for a pulsed injection current of 90 mA. It is noted that Kλ did not 

change much with injection current, confirming that the duty cycle used is small enough to 

prevent the device from heating. Figure 39(b) depicts the EL spectrum in DC and pulsed mode at 

90 mA for the sample on metal substrate. The peak emission in DC mode is at 324.97 nm while 

in pulsed mode it is at 324.74 nm, giving a ∆λ = 0.23 nm. The slightly longer peak emission 

wavelength in DC mode is due to the device heating and internal bandgap reduction. The EL peak 

shift is more susceptible to effects of alloy-broadening and kT broadening, and it has been 

reported that the accuracy of the peak wavelength is ~10 % of the EL full-width at half-maximum 

(FWHM).  
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Figure 39. EL peak-shift method calibration for the AlGaN NWs LED on metal substrate. (a) Peak wavelength shift as 
a function of heat sink temperature (b) Normalized EL intensity in DC and pulse mode at 90 mA. 

 

The Tj comparison of the two samples, calculated using the forward voltage method, as a function 

of injection current, is shown in Fig. 40(a). Lower values are obtained for the NWs on metal 

substrate. As the current increases from 5 to 80 mA, the Tj increases from 36 to 71 °C. On the 

other hand, the Tj for the NWs on silicon shows higher values. At 50 mA the Tj is ~ 105 °C, higher 

than the sample on metal, 61 °C. Moreover, the increment of Tj of the sample grown directly on 
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silicon is steeper than the sample grown on metal, especially at elevated injection currents. This, 

however, cannot be explained by the thermal conductivity of the substrate as Ti (13 – 22 W·m-

1·K-1)[276] has a thermal conductivity lower than silicon (50 – 149 W·m-1·K-1).[277]  Instead, this 

is due to the better electrical-to-optical energy conversion. We recently demonstrated the 

growth of AlGaN NWs LED on Ti/TaN/Si to circumvent the SiNx formation and substrate 

delamination.[142] We reported a higher injection current density due to the reduction of Si 

interdiffusion in the metal layer. This reduces the potential barrier at the 

semiconductor/substrate interface, increasing the injection efficiency and reducing Joule 

heating. However, it is noted that the LEDs grown on Si substrate has a larger active region 

compared to the one grown on metal and this may also contribute to an increase in Tj. In Fig. 

43(b), by comparing the corresponding increase in temperature at different heat source density 

(Q) for the LED on silicon with 10 and 15 quantum disks-stacks, it is found that temperature 

increases with active region thickness as there is a larger heating volume. Furthermore, by 

comparing the LEDs on silicon and metal with the same 10 quantum disks-stacks, the 

temperature also increases by a similar amount for that grown on silicon. Therefore, the 

temperature increase, which contributes the rise in Tj, is due to both increase in active region 

thickness and the interface barrier at the NWs-silicon interface. 

Figure 40(b) reports a comparison between AlGaN planar[270] and AlGaN NWs Tj vs injection 

current using both diode forward voltage and EL emission peak-shift method. The NWs devices 

show lower Tj compared to the planar devices grown on sapphire. This can be explained by the 

heat dissipation through the metal substrate. In fact, it has been reported that the substrate plays 

a crucial role in the LEDs Tj. Blue InGaN LEDs on sapphire and silicon substrates have shown Tj of 
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~ 80 °C and ~65 °C respectively when operated at 50 mA.[278] Similarly, at 100 mA, Tj of InGaN 

LEDs on both sapphire and GaN substrates were reported to be ~204 °C and ~83 °C 

respectively,[261] confirming the higher heat conductance in GaN and silicon compared to 

sapphire. Table 7 lists a summary of the III-nitride planar LEDs Tj in chronological order. 

Specifically, in the UV region, GaN LEDs emitting at 375 nm have shown a Tj of ~75 °C at 50 

mA[271] whereas Tj of AlGaN LED emitting at 295 nm have been reported to be ~ 90 °C for the 

same injection current.[270] Figure 41 shows the Tj of the reported group-III nitride LEDs in 

literature using the forward voltage and peak-shift methods. Despite the lack of reports for a 

proper comparison on UV AlGaN light emitters, the NWs devices on metal substrate show the 

lowest Tj values at similar injection current. All the curves in Fig. 40(b) are linear with current and 

K represents the speed with which the temperature increases. As it can be noticed, Tj in planar 

structures increases faster compared to the NWs structure, with a K value of 1.04 in the forward 

voltage method and 0.62 for the EL peak-shift method, compared to K values of 0.33 and 0.24 for 

the AlGaN NWs. This can be explained by the lower lateral and vertical (through the substrate) 

heat dissipation for the planar devices. Moreover, the EL peak-shift method shows lower Tj in 

both samples. For similar reasons, the Tj of the AlGaN NWs sample on silicon using the EL peak-

shift method could not be measured. The EL emission was too weak and together with the high 

inhomogeneity of the emission, it impeded the clear peaks distinction in DC and pulsed current, 

especially at low injection. Moreover, especially for NWs-based devices, where the 

inhomogeneity is more prominent, the peak-shift method is expected to impose an even larger 

error. In this regards, Xi et al. reported a variation of the junction temperature of ± 24 °C that, if 

taken into account, agrees well with the results obtained by the forward voltage method.[270] 
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Figure 40. Tj as a function of DC forward current. (a) Comparison between AlGaN NWs on metal and silicon substrate 
using the forward voltage method. (b) Forward voltage method and EL peak-shift method comparison of AlGaN NWs 
on metal and AlGaN planar LED (Xi et al.). 

 

 

Table 7. Summary of the reported planar group-III nitride LED junction temperatures. 

 

Institution & Year  Material 

system 

Emission 

wavelength 

(nm) 

Junction 

temperature 

(°C) 

Current 

(mA) 

Substrate Method 

Rensselaer Polytechnic 

Institute, 2004[271] 

GaN 375 73 54 Sapphire Forward voltage 
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Rensselaer Polytechnic 

Institute, 2005[270] 

AlGaN 295 89 50 Sapphire Forward voltage 

Rensselaer Polytechnic 

Institute, 2005[270] 

AlGaN 295 54 50 Sapphire EL Peak-shift 

Rensselaer Polytechnic 

Institute, 2005[270] 

AlGaN 295 140 50 Sapphire High energy 

slope 

Samsung Advanced Institute 

of Technology, 2005[279] 

InGaN 400 25 100 Sapphire EL Peak-shift 

Nanchang University, 

2007[278] 

InGaN 460 82 50 GaN Forward voltage 

Nanchang University, 

2007[278] 

InGaN 460 65 50 Silicon Forward voltage 

Kyung Hee University, 

2010[274] 

InGaN 450 32 40 Sapphire 

(150 μm) 

Forward voltage 

Kyung Hee University, 

2011[275] 

InGaN 450 25 40 Sapphire Forward voltage 

National Taiwan Normal 

University, 2011[280] 

InGaN 470 51 50 Sapphire EL Peak-shift 

Chang Gung University, 

2012[281] 

InGaN 521.4 - 506.9 16 50 Sapphire Forward voltage 

Chang Gung University, 

2012[281] 

InGaN 521.4 - 506.9 34 50 Sapphire EL Peak-shift 

Chang Gung University, 

2012[281] 

InGaN 521.4 - 506.9 82 50 Sapphire High energy 

slope 

Chonbuk National University, 

2015[282] 

InGaN 440 54 

 

 

40 Graphene 

oxide/ 

sapphire 

Forward voltage 

Chonbuk National University, 

2017[283] 

InGaN 440 30 135 Sapphire 

lift-off 

Forward voltage 

KAUST (Our work)  AlGaN NWs 325  61 50 Ti/TaN/Si Forward voltage 

KAUST (Our work)  AlGaN NWs 325  24 50 Ti/TaN/Si EL Peak-shift 
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Figure 41. Tj vs. wavelength/current plot for the reported group-III nitride LEDs, using the forward voltage and peak-
shift method. The substrate is sapphire where not specified. 
 
 

The overall devices temperatures were then measured using an IR camera. Fig. 42(a) show the 

current-dependent IR images of the 0.5×0.5 mm2 devices on metal and silicon substrate. At 10 

mA the Joule heating is negligible for both devices. However, the device on silicon heats up faster 

compared to the one on metal substrate. If we compare the devices at 50 mA, we notice that the 

one on metal shows lower temperature on the device area and on the surrounding area. This 

means that the absence of SiNx contributes to a better heat spreading across the substrate. The 

current vs. temperature plot is depicted in Fig. 42(b). We show that the two samples reach the 

same temperature of 45 °C at 60 mA (sample on silicon) and 110 mA (sample on metal). These 

temperatures are lower compared to the ones obtained using the forward voltage method, 

meaning that the Tj can reach values much higher than the overall device temperature. In fact, 

the IR camera measures the overall heating escaping the device under test. We also show the 

temperature curves for 1×1 and 2×2 mm2 devices on metal. At low injection currents, the 
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different size does not play a prominent role in the Joule heating across the device. However, for 

high current (80 mA), the temperature starts deviating due to the reduced current density with 

increased device area.  

  

Figure 42. (a) Infrared camera images at different currents of the 0.5×0.5 mm2 AlGaN NWs LEDs on metal and silicon 
substrate. (b) Temperature vs. current linear curves for different device areas. 

 

To study the heat transfer across the device, we simulated the AlGaN NWs LED on metal and 

silicon substrates using the finite element method (FEM) (COMSOL Multiphysics software). The 

heat source is generated in the active region and is dissipated by conduction through the 

substrate and by convection and radiation through the contact pads. The bottom of the NWs LED 

is in contact with a heat sink kept at RT.  

Figure 43(a) shows the device schematic at a heat source density of 1014 W/m3 for the sample 

grown on metal substrate. As the heat convection and radiation in NWs is negligible, the higher 

temperature is reached at the contact pads and heat dissipates faster through the substrate. 

Figure 43(b) depicts the comparison of active region temperature at different heat source 

densities for both devices, and a comparison with a device on silicon substrate with the same 

active region thickness of the device on metal. Inset shows the cross section heat dissipation of 
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the device on metal substrate. A temperature of ~ 60 °C for the sample on metal substrate was 

achieved for a heat source density of ~ 3.2 × 1014 W/m3 that is the Tj value that we obtained for 

an injection current at 50 mA. On the other hand, for the sample on silicon substrate, a 

temperature of ~100 °C was obtained for the same heat source density. To verify these results, 

we calculated the heat source density generated in the active region under DC operation by 

analyzing the experimentally measured power-current-voltage (L-I-V) characteristics. Figure 

43(c) shows the log-log L-I curves for the AlGaN NWs on metal and silicon substrate at room 

temperature. The heat source density can be calculated as[274] 

                                                                                 𝑄 =  
(𝐼∙𝑉− 𝐿)

𝑈𝑄𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑠
                                                                                             (7) 

where UQDisks is the volume of the quantum disks.  

Figure 6(d) represents the calculated heat source density with increasing current for the samples 

on metal and silicon substrate. As expected, the Q values increased with injection current. At low 

injection, the heat source densities have similar values, while above ~20 mA the trends start 

deviating with the device on silicon showing slightly smaller values. This can be explained by the 

higher operating current of the sample on metal substrate compared to the one on silicon that 

highly affects the heat source density calculation. Moreover, from Fig. 43(b), the two samples 

follow the same trend until Q = ~1013 W/m3, where the device on silicon starts deviating and the 

temperature increases. However, in the experimental results (Fig. 6(d)) the device on silicon does 

not reach a heat source density of 1013 W/m3 as it cannot withstand such injection current. 

Hence, despite we cannot experimentally verify it, simulation results indicate that after 1014 

W/m3 the Q value of the sample on silicon substrate overcomes the one of metal. It is noted that 
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the larger the thickness of the active region, the larger the temperature output at a given heat 

source density. From the experimental results, below ~1013 W/m3 the heat source density for the 

sample on silicon is slightly lower compared to the one on metal, despite the larger number of 

quantum disks. Also, the junction temperature calculated using the forward voltage method 

shows higher values for the former, indicating that the thickness of the active region is not the 

only parameter affecting the temperature raise. 

At 50 mA the Q values were measured as 2.51 × 1013 W/m3 and 1.8 × 1013 W/m3 respectively, 

that are similar to the reported InGaN/GaN planar LEDs (~ 4.6 × 1013 W/m3 at 60 mA).[274] These 

values, however, slightly differ from the simulated results obtained in Fig. 43(b), where for a heat 

source density of  2.51 × 1013 W/m3  the temperature is ~ 26 °C that is lower than the expected 

61 and 105 °C. This can be explained by the high thermal contact resistance caused by the rough 

surface between the device substrate and the heat sink that leads to air pockets and causes a 

temperature drop across the interfaces.  
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Figure 43. (a) Temperature distribution in the NWs LED on metal substrate with a source heat density of 1014 W/m3. 
b) Simulated semilog plot of temperature vs. heat source density (Q) for the devices grown on metal and silicon 
substrates with 10 and 15 quantum disks-stack (QDs). Inset shows the contour cross section image of the device on 
metal. c) Log-log L-I plot of AlGaN NWs LEDs for samples on metal and silicon in DC operation. (d) Heat source density 
vs. current, calculated from (c) and Fig. 1(a). 

 

6.3 Summary 
 

Junction temperature measurements are presented on UV AlGaN NWs LEDs on metal and silicon 

substrates. Reduced Tj measured using the forward voltage method was obtained for the device 

grown on a metal thin film with values ranging from 36 – 71 °C (5 to 80 mA) compared to 56 – 

110 °C (5 to 65 mA) for the sample on silicon substrate. EL peak-shift method showed lower Tj 

¬due to the larger error of the energy peak and FWHM of the EL spectra. A comparison with 
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previously reported AlGaN-based planar LED on sapphire showed that the AlGaN NWs LED 

present lower Tj, that we assumed due to the better lateral and vertical heat dissipation as well 

as thermal conductivity of the metal substrate compared to sapphire. Measurements using IR 

camera are also presented, confirming the reduced Joule heating and better heat dissipation for 

the LEDs grown on metal substrate. Finite element method simulation was performed to study 

the heat transfer across the device and to understand the device temperature at specific active 

region heat source densities. This work aims to shed light on the uncharted heating problems in 

AlGaN NWs light emitters on Si substrate and presents a solution for eventual high power and 

reliable emitting devices on thin metal films. 
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CHAPTER 7. Nanoscale current injection in surface-treated AlGaN NWs-LEDs  
 

Before we improved the performance of AlGaN NWs LEDs by optimizing the substrate structure 

in chapter 4, the internal device design in chapter 5, and we studied the heat dissipation in 

chapter 6. It has to be noted that NWs have a large surface-to-volume ratio, hence they are very 

prone to surface defects. As final step to improve the performance of such devices, it is then 

required to address this issue. Here we study the single NW electrical injection by treating it with 

KOH to solve the surface states problem. 

 

7.1 Introduction 
 

As just mentioned, NWs suffer from the large density of surface states, caused by the high 

surface-to-volume ratio. The large depletion layer resulting from the Fermi level pinning 

decreases the density of free electrons toward the surface, increasing the non-radiative 

recombination and affecting the quantum efficiency of the devices.[198] Moreover, the small 

contact area and the self-assembled growth of NWs, lead to non-uniformity and low carrier 

injection, which subsequently lowers the injection efficiency. Various approaches have been 

employed to overcome such issues. For instance, due to the strong Ga-S bonds, sulfur-based 

compounds have been used to passivate the surfaces of the NWs such as ammonium 

sulfide,[203] ODT [195] and EDT.[284] This resulted in improved photoluminescence (PL), photo-

electrochemical efficiency as well as external quantum efficiency (EQE) in light emitting diodes. 

Large band-gap layers have also been demonstrated to encapsulate and passivate the NWs 

surface by both direct and spontaneous growth.[285] In this regard, it is noted that the low Al 
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diffusion length results in the spontaneous formation of AlGaN shells in AlGaN-based NWs, hence 

improving the devices performance. Recently, we demonstrated the enhancement of 

luminescence of AlGaN-based NWss light-emitting diodes (LEDs) by using KOH to remove the 

surface dangling bonds and oxide layers.[146] We obtained ~50 % improvement in the output 

power as well as reduced threshold voltage. This study involved an ensemble NWs, hence the 

device improvement was an average of all the single NWs LEDs within a 0.5×0.5 mm2 area. 

However, it has been reported that only a small portion of single NWs are properly injected, 

resulting in low current uniformity and low injection efficiency devices.[286] To understand such 

issue, the conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) was utilized to study the nanoscale 

behavior of single NWs and to visualize the electrical inhomogeneity.[287] This powerful 

technique allows a systematic investigation of rapid electrical properties without directly 

fabricating the device, hence enabling an immediate feedback on the grown sample quality. 

Various single NW electrical measurements have been performed to analyze material properties 

such as specific contact resistivity,[288] doping concentration,[289] and current-voltage 

characteristics.[290] However, most of these efforts are based on single NW which requires 

complicated and time-consuming fabrication processes, e.g. e-beam lithography, preventing an 

overall device evaluation in a relatively large scale. Thus, c-AFM highlights the advantage of 

electrical measurements not only in single NW but also a cluster of NWs with overall picture of 

their electrical performance.  

Despite the insightful work using this technique to measure the single NW and to understand the 

failure mechanisms, a thorough study of the electrical performance relative to the poor injection 

current caused by the NWss surface in large scale is still lacking, and requires significant 
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investigation to advance this field and bridge the gap that currently exists with the thin film 

technology. 

In this work we address the nanoscale current injection limitation by treating the ultraviolet (UV) 

AlGaN-based NWs with KOH solution, hence enabling a larger number of NWs to be electrically 

injected and contribute to the overall device characteristics. Higher injection current, lower 

threshold voltage and smaller series resistance was achieved for the KOH-treated samples, as 

well as lower contact potential, confirming the lower surface band-bending. Full device 

structures exhibited current density as high as 240 A/cm2 compared to an average of 140 A/cm2 

for the as-grown samples. Moreover, 15 % improvement in injection efficiency was achieved for 

the treated device samples. This study aims to give a deep understanding of the nanometer scale 

non-uniformity among the self-assembled AlGaN-based NWs for enhanced current spreading, 

injection efficiency and overall UV device performance.  

The AlGaN-based NWs were grown on a Ti-TaN metal bi-layer [142] deposited on a phosphorus-

doped <100> silicon substrate (10−1 Ω·cm) under nitrogen-rich condition using a Veeco GEN 930 

plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PA-MBE) system. The samples were thermally 

degassed in the MBE load-lock at 200 °C, in the buffer chamber at 600 °C and subsequently in the 

growth chamber at 900 °C. The growth was initiated with n-GaN seeds at a temperature of 485 

°C for 10 min at a beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of 6.2 × 10-8 Torr and silicon effusion cell at 

1165 °C. The plasma RF power and N2 flow were kept at 350 W and 1.0 sccm, respectively for the 

whole growth process. To improve the crystal quality, a higher temperature (585 °C) n-GaN layer 

was grown, therefore achieving a total thickness of ~ 80 nm. An approximately 50 nm n-AlGaN 

cladding layer was grown at 640 °C and it was followed by 15 stacks of alternating AlyGa(1-y)N 
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quantum barrier (Al and Ga BEP of 1.5 × 10−8 and 3 × 10−8 Torr) and AlxGa(1-x)N quantum disks (Al 

and Ga BEP of 0.75 × 10−8 and 4.5 × 10−8 Torr) (where x < y) grown at 640 °C and with thicknesses 

of 4 nm and 3 nm respectively. The p-AlGaN layer was then grown at 620 °C (Al and Ga BEP of 1.5 

× 10−8 and 2 × 10−8 Torr), Mg temperature at 440 °C with a final thickness of ~ 50 nm. Finally, a 

p+-AlGaN contact layer was grown with a thickness of ~ 20 nm (growth temperature of 580 °C 

and Mg temperature of 450 °C). After growth, two samples were treated in 10 % KOH solution 

for 10 s and 40 s and a third sample was left untreated as a reference.   

The morphology of the samples is evaluated using FEI Nova Nano 630 scanning electron 

microscope (SEM). The PL measurements are performed with a 266-nm pulsed laser (Teem 

Photonics SNU-20F-100; 10 mW average power, 0.7 kW peak power, 0.6 ns pulse width, 19 kHz 

repetition rate). Light is collected from the top using a 15 × objective lens (Thorlabs LMU-15X-

UVB; focal length = 13 mm, numerical aperture = 0.32, anti-reflection (AR) coating for the 240-

360 nm wavelength range). It then passes through a beam splitter (50:50, Thorlabs BSW19, AR 

coated for 250-450 nm) where it is distributed to the camera and to a spectrometer (QE Pro 

Ocean Optics, 185-1100 nm range). The 266-nm laser excitation is first filtered using a long-pass 

filter (Semrock LP02-266RU-25). The surface morphology is measured using AFM (Agilent 5500 

SPM with a scan range of 90 μm × 90 μm × 8 μm and a vertical noise of 0.016 nm) and c-AFM 

equipped with a conductive Pt/Ir-coated tip (BRUKER CONTV-PT, spring constant = 0.2 N/m). All 

tests are performed at room temperature. We then measure the contact potential difference 

between the conductive tip and the AlGaN-based NWs surface by using kelvin probe force 

microscopy (KPFM). Due to a difference in work functions, a contact potential difference appears, 

therefore, creating an electric field between the NWs tip and the probe.  
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The UV AlGaN-based NWs-LEDs were fabricated with the lithography technique. The KOH-

treated sample was immersed in 10 % KOH solution prior to deposit a 5 nm/5 nm Ni/Au ohmic 

contact. The evaporation is performed using the angle-deposition (45°) technique in an electron-

beam evaporation chamber, therefore guaranteeing the metal to be deposited only on the top 

p-AlGaN contact. The samples are then annealed at 550 °C for 1 min (2 cycles) in ambient 

environment. The top Ni/Au (10 nm/200 nm) metal contact is then evaporated. The sample is 

subsequently loaded in the inductively coupled plasma reactive-ion etching (ICP-RIE) chamber to 

remove the back silicon dioxide and immediately loaded in the sputtering chamber for the 

deposition of Ti/Au (10 nm/150 nm) n-contact. The power – current – voltage (L-I-V) and the 

electroluminescence (EL) measurements are performed in a setup similar to the PL with a current 

source meter (Keithley 2116B) and a silicon photodetector (Newport 818-UV) connected to a 

Newport 1936-C power meter. 
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7.2 Results and Discussion 
 

 

 

Figure 44. Top-view SEM images of a) as-grown AlGaN-based NWs sample characterized by rough surfaces and b) 
AlGaN-based NWs sample after 40 s KOH treatment showing smooth surfaces. c) AlGaN nanowire schematic device 
structure used in the experiment. d) PL and EL spectrum (full fabricated device). 

 

Figure 44(a) depicts the AlGaN nanowire structure grown on a metal bi-layer to improve the 

electrical injection and the heat dissipation. In this regard, we obtained lower junction 

temperature of samples grown on a metal-bilayer compared to silicon and AlGaN planar LEDs 

grown on sapphire.[291] The p-AlGaN/p+-AlGaN layers were grown instead of the commonly 

used p-GaN, to reduce light absorption, therefore increasing light extraction. However, this 

constitutes a trade-off as the doping ionization efficiency reduces with increasing Al 
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concentration, resulting in less free holes. In addition, we were able to achieve a hole 

concentration of 1.3 × 1019 cm−3 with large injection current.[184]  

The normalized PL and EL spectra of the as-grown AlGaN-based NWs and fabricated device are 

shown in Fig. 44(b). The emission wavelengths match very well with the peak position centered 

at 325 nm. The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) is also measured to be 23 nm and 16 nm 

respectively. The slight greater FWHM in the PL measurement might be due to the high number 

of states that are excited by the high energy laser source as well as the large number of quantum 

disks that leads to inhomogeneous broadening of the spectrum and deviates from the theoretical 

∆λ = 1.8  kTλ²/hc value, where ∆λ, k, h and c are the FWHM, Boltzmann constant, Planck constant 

and speed of light. However, these values align well with previously reported AlGaN-based NWs-

LEDs.[127, 141] Furthermore, we recently reported PL and EL emission enhancement due to the 

increased radiative recombination as a consequence of the surface states passivation.[146] It is 

noted that the KOH-treated samples showed a longer carrier lifetime (slower non-radiative 

recombination) compared to as-grown samples at room temperature. This indicates a better 

radiative recombination (reduction of surface states). The small hump in the PL spectrum at ~290 

nm is attributed to the higher Al composition barrier. Such peak, however, does not appear in 

the EL spectrum, confirming the high quantum confinement in the active region. 

Figures 44©-d show the top view SEM images of the as-grown AlGaN-based NWs and the 40 s 

KOH-treated NWs. We can clearly notice that after treatment, the top p-AlGaN surface becomes 

smoother compared to the as-grown sample, signifying that KOH slightly etches the NWs surface, 

despite the short treatment time. We have previously reported cross-sectional transmission 

electron microscopy images of KOH-treated samples where the surface of the AlGaN-based NWs 
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was flattened, hence confirming the treatment effects.[146] It is also noted that KOH is used to 

identify the material polarity. We recently demonstrated the pyramidal shape of InGaN/GaN 

NWs after KOH etching that shows the N-polarity of the structure.[115] However, such process 

requires a 10-min KOH treatment that is much longer than the time employed in our experiment. 

Therefore, we can conclude that the short treating period used here only affects few nanometers 

of the AlGaN NWs’ surface. 

 

Figure 45. a-c) AFM 5 × 5 μm2 scans of the as-grown, 10 s KOH and 40 s KOH samples respectively. d-f) Corresponding 
current mapping showing higher current for the samples treated with KOH. The current range has been normalized 
to 500 nA for better comparison. Insets show the current mapping for an area of 50 × 50 μm2. 

 

The electrical characterization of AlGaN-based NWs was performed using c-AFM. The average 

nanowire diameter is < 100 nm and being the c-AFM tip smaller, accurate single nanowire 

measurements can be performed. Figure 45 shows the AFM images (a-c) and the current 

mapping (d-e) of the as-grown, 10 s KOH-treated and 40 s KOH-treated AlGaN-based NWs over a 
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5 × 5 μm2 area. The triangular shape in Fig. 45(c) is due to the AFM tip degradation that after 

several cycles cannot perfectly represent the NWs shape. This, however, does not affect the 

current measurement as the tip conductivity remains the same and clear distinction between the 

NWs is still observed. The corresponding current mappings are shown in Figs. 45(d-f). Only few 

NWs are injected in the as-grown sample, while clear improvement is noticed for the 40 s KOH 

sample with most of the NWs showing high-current spots. The insets show 50 × 50 μm2 areas 

current mapping. Despite few spots seem to pass larger current injection in the 10 s KOH sample, 

the 40 s KOH NWs show a better current distribution, meaning that the slightly longer treatment 

time (40 s) helps in efficiently removing the surface oxide and to flatten the contact area, 

resulting in better metal (c-AFM tip)-semiconductor junction. This aligns well with previously 

reported XPS results.[146] After KOH treatment it has been observed a peak shift of Ga 2p, Ga 

3d, and Al 2p to lower binding energy (characteristic of Ga−N, Ga−N, and Al−N bonding), meaning 

that the oxide bonds have been reduced.  

We then measured the I-V curves of the three samples by sweeping the voltage from -6 to 10 V 

as shown in Fig. 46(a). Single nanowire was identified and tested, and the measurement was 

performed on different areas of the sample to have a better understanding of the inhomogeneity 

throughout the sample. One can notice that the as-grown sample shows the lowest current at 

the same voltage, while the values increase with KOH treatment time. A maximum current of ~ 

1.4 nA was obtained for the 40 s KOH sample that corresponds to more than 1 order of magnitude 

higher than the as-grown sample. The 10 s KOH sample characteristics fall between the other 

two samples, meaning that the treatment time is not enough to obtain the highest device 

performance. All the three samples show a relatively large operation range, signifying that the 
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non-uniformity among single nanowire plays an important role in the I-V curves.[287] Despite 

this, clear improvement was achieved by treating the NWs sample with KOH. This can be 

explained by both surface oxide etching and flatten surface (Fig. 44(b)) that allows better metal-

semiconductor contact and current injection, as well as the removal of surface states at the NWs 

sidewalls. It is worth mentioning that some electrical shorts exist in the sample, hence carrying 

most of the current injected.[286] However, the I-V characteristics of such NWs have been 

removed for a more representative comparison. 

The figure of merits extracted from the I-V curves are shown as histograms in Fig. 46(b). On 

average, lowest turn-on voltages (Vth ~5 V) were obtained for the 40 s KOH samples, while similar 

values are shown for the other two samples. The Vth is slightly larger than the theoretical value 

of Vth ≈ VD ≈ Eg/e, (where VD, Eg and e are the diffusion voltage, energy bandgap and elementary 

charge, respectively) that is due to the common III-V semiconductor disadvantages such as 

bandgap discontinuities and contact resistance that cause additional voltage drop. Our results 

align well with previous report that showed an average turn-on voltage of 4.6 V for single AlGaN-

based nanowire adopting a tunnel junction structure.[287] Therefore, we believe that by 

combining the tunnel junction and the KOH treatment, we would be able to reduce the operation 

voltage even further. Despite the deviation from the ideal I-V characteristics, lower series 

resistance was achieved for the 40 s KOH sample meaning that the contact resistance is reduced. 

The parallel resistance also plays a crucial role in NWs due to the large surface-to-volume ratio. 

By decreasing the surface states with KOH, such resistances reduced and improved I-V curves are 

measured. However, in both cases a sub-threshold turn-on is observed (non-abrupt Vth) meaning 

that carrier transport through the surfaces or deep levels are not completely removed. 
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Figure 46.  a) I-V curves of the three samples under test. b) Histograms of the extracted figures of merit (turn-on 
voltage, turn-on resistance, and maximum current) of the three samples showing the average value. 

 

To study the structural and electrical properties of the AlGaN-based NWs surface and interface, 

we utilized KPFM technique. KPFM allows the measurement of the surface potentials and offer 

indication on nanoscopic structural and chemical variations as well as on surface band bending, 

being the latter closely related to the potential profile when an electric field is applied. The 
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contact potential difference measured by KPFM corresponds to the work function difference 

between the conductive tip and the sample. As reported by J. Bardeen, in a metal-semiconductor 

junction, such difference in work functions gives rise to a space charge region that in turn gives 

an electrostatic potential energy rise at the surface, i.e. the band bending.[292] Fig. 47 shows the 

topography images and the corresponding contact potential difference (CPD) measurement on a 

5 × 5 μm2 area of the three samples. The red circles show the same spot for the specific sample. 

According to the scale bar on the right, a higher CPD is observed for the as-grown sample 

compared to the treated ones that show lower CPD. This confirms the reduced potential barrier 

at the NWs surface for the KOH-treated samples, compared to the as-grown sample where the 

presence of surface oxides clearly hinders the current flow (Fig. 46(a)). A line scan comparison 

over a 2 μm length is depicted in Fig. 5a. It is noted that the spikes observed for the as-grown 

sample are attributed to the single NWs. However, these are not observed in the treated samples, 

meaning that a more uniform potential is measured. Fig. 48b shows the average CPD of all the 

samples. Despite the 10 s KOH sample shows the lowest CPD, such difference is only 49 mV that 

compared to the ~250 mV difference between 40 s KOH and as-grown samples, it can be 

neglected. 
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Figure 47. a-c) Comparison of AFM topography and d-f) CPD of the three samples under test. The scan area is 5 × 5 
μm2. 
 

 

Figure 48. a) Line scan of the CPD of the samples over a distance of 2 μm. b) Histograms showing the average CPD 
values for ~ 25 different NWs at various sample positions. 
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The full device electrical characterization results are shown in Fig. 49. Due to the better 

performance obtained from the 40 s KOH sample measured by c-AFM, we compared such device 

with the as-grown. Figures 49(a-b) show the I-V curves and the extracted parameters of the two 

samples. Lower turn-on resistance and turn-on voltage were obtained for the 40 s KOH AlGaN-

based NWs device as well as higher current injection. In this regard, a current compliance of 600 

mA (240 A/cm2) was set in order to prevent the devices damage, as it can be seen in Fig. 49(a), 

meaning that higher values could be achieved. Such injection current is comparable with planar 

LEDs and it is considerably higher than other AlGaN-based NWs devices.[124, 183] This can be 

addressed to both the metal bi-layer substrate and the lower metal/semiconductor potential 

barrier (as shown in Fig. 47 and 48). Around 15 devices with an area of 0.5 × 0.5 mm2 were tested 

on different parts of the wafer to have a wider statistical measurement. An average turn-on 

resistance of 7 Ω for the 40 s KOH sample was obtained, that is half of the average value of the 

as-grown sample (16 Ω), and much lower than previously AlGaN-based NWs grown on metal 

substrate.[184] The turn-on voltage was reduced by 1 V showing an average value of 5.2 V (40 s 

KOH sample) and 6.2 V (as-grown) for the two samples, respectively. These results align well with 

the c-AFM results and with our previously work on KOH-treated self-ensemble AlGaN-based 

NWs.[146] Moreover, the turn-on voltage is lower than other AlGaN studies, where values 

ranging from 6 V to 8 V have been reported.[130, 147] These results are even more remarkable 

considering that the common p-GaN top contact has been replaced by the more resistive p-

AlGaN. The relative EQE was calculated by measuring the optical power and dividing it by the 

current injection, as depicted in Fig. 49(c). Higher values were obtained for the KOH-treated 
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sample, confirming the better performances of the full device. The EQE increases with the current 

until 100 A/cm2 after which it reaches a plateau.  

As mentioned above, the poor p-doping efficiency and the contact-barrier heights in GaN-based 

light-emitters highly hampers the carrier injection, reducing the overall EQE.[293-295] Therefore, 

to have a deeper understanding on the better current injection of the KOH-treated samples and 

to shed light on the electrical device performance, we studied the injection efficiency by 

employing the ABC model as follow.[296] We selected two devices (40 s KOH and as-grown) that 

showed an average current injection and EQE. 

The injection efficiency can be calculated as a function of the EQE: 

                                                                        𝐸𝑄𝐸 =  𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑡 +  𝜂𝑙𝑒 + 𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑗                                                                  (1) 

where ηint, ηle and ηinj are the internal quantum efficiency, light extraction efficiency and injection 

efficiency. The ηint can be expressed as: 

                                                                         𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑡 =  
𝐵𝑛2

𝐴𝑛+𝐵𝑛2+𝐶𝑛3                                                              (2) 

where A, B, C and n are the rate coefficients for the Shockley-Read-Hall, radiative and Auger 

recombination, and carrier concentration respectively. In steady state condition, the 

recombination rate con be considered equivalent to the carrier injection rate: 

                                                                  𝐴𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛2 + 𝐶𝑛3 =  
𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑗∙𝐼

𝑞𝑉𝑄𝐷𝑠
                                                                 (3) 
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where the term on the left is the recombination rate at steady state and the term on the right is 

the carrier injection rate, q is the elementary charge and VQDs is the volume of the NWs quantum 

disks; we can then find a relation between the current density (J) and ηinj.  

                                                             𝐽 ∙ 𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑗 = (𝐴𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛2 + 𝐶𝑛3) ∙ 𝑞𝑙𝑄𝐷𝑠                                                      (4) 

where lQDs is the quantum disks thickness. 

By inserting equation 2) into 1) and by considering equation 4), we can extract the carrier 

concentration as: 

                                                                                  𝑛 = √
𝐸𝑄𝐸∙𝐽

𝑞𝑙𝑄𝐷𝑠∙𝐵∙𝜂𝑙𝑒
                                                                            (5) 

We can then obtain a cubic polynomial relation between J and √𝐸𝑄𝐸 ∙ 𝐽 by inserting equation 5) 

into 4): 

  𝐽 =
𝐴

𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑗
√

𝑞𝑙𝑄𝐷𝑠

𝐵∙𝜂𝑙𝑒
(√𝐸𝑄𝐸 ∙ 𝐽) +

1

𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑗∙𝜂𝑙𝑒
(√𝐸𝑄𝐸 ∙ 𝐽)² +

𝐶

𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑗
√

1

𝑞𝑙𝑄𝐷𝑠∙𝐵3∙𝜂𝑙𝑒
3 (√𝐸𝑄𝐸 ∙ 𝐽)³                       (6) 

Considering the J vs EQE curve in Fig. 49(c) we can then use the polynomial function to fit the J 

vs √(EQE∙J) curve in Fig. 49(d), and extract the coefficients. It has been recently reported that the 

ηle of AlGaN-based NWs can be enhanced for both TE and TM polarization by varying the tapering 

angle.[297] A maximum ηle for TE polarization was achieved with a tapering angle of 5.25 ° that 

perfectly represents our NWs due to the same MBE growth conditions used. The ηinj · ηle can then 

be determined from the coefficient of the quadratic term. We considered a total ηle of 41.9 % for 

our calculation and we obtained a 15 % increment in ηle for the 40 s KOH sample compared to 

the as-grown. It is noted that other approaches have been adopted to calculate the ηinj and are 
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based on EL, PL and IQE, and they all agreed that the low-current ηinj is equal to 1. This was 

confirmed by both simulation and experimental results. In fact, at low injection current the 

electron quasi Fermi level is low and the heating effects are not pronounced, therefore resulting 

in negligible carrier overflow. Despite the ηinj of the AlGaN-based NWs remains low even after 

the KOH treatment (~ 1.3 %), the improvement is evident, and it sets the foundation for 

improving the carrier injection characteristics of AlGaN-based NWs devices. 

 

Figure 49. a) I-V curves of  14 AlGaN-based nanowire devices treated with 40 s KOH and as-grown. b) Comparative 
statistical analysis of the turn-on resistance and turn-on voltage extracted from the I-V curves. c) Relative EQE 
comparison. d) √(J∙EQE) vs J plot and fitting lines showing an injection efficiency enhancement of 15 % for the 40 s 
KOH-treated AlGaN-based NWs device. 
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7.3 Summary 
 

In summary, we have clarified the origin of the nanoscale electrical performance of AlGaN-based 

self-assembled NWs-LEDs after KOH surface treatment by c-AFM and KPFM techniques. c-AFM 

and KPFM provided rapid statistical feedback on the nanoscale electrical and structural 

properties without the need for full devices fabrication. In this regard, we improved the carrier 

injection and the overall AlGaN-based NWs performance compared to the un-treated as-grown 

samples. KOH help on removing the surface oxides, revealing a pristine and smooth 

semiconductor contact-layer with the end effect of lowering the contact potential barrier for the 

overall improvement in uniform metal-semiconductor interface and current injection. We were 

able to obtain ~ 10 × higher current injection, reduced turn-on voltage of 5 V and a lower average 

series resistance of 13 nΩ, compared to those of un-treated as-grown samples (6.7 V and 170 

nΩ). Finally, the characterization of fabricated devices confirmed such statement and showed an 

improvement of ~ 15 % on the injection efficiency.  

As further experiments, one could investigate the stability of the KOH-treated device and the 

differences with the untreated sample. Though such measurement was not performed, we 

believe that the stability of the treated-sample should improve due to the absence of the surface 

oxide that over long period, results in high joule heating and subsequent device degradation. 
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CHAPTER 8. Solar blind AlGaN-based NWs photodetector on metal substrate 
 

This chapter reports the first demonstration of AlGaN NWs PD on metal substrate. Though it is 

slightly detached from the main thesis objective, and no optimization has been performed on the 

device structure, it is however interesting to show these results as they can attract the attention 

of a vast audience due to the lack of proper solar-blind PD in the market. 

 

8.1 Introduction 
 

The fast development in UV semiconductors has attracted attention for devices beyond LEDs 

development. Astronomy, fire detection, solar light monitoring, communication, and missiles 

detection are some applications for UV photodetectors. The main devices employed for UV 

detection are the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), thermal detectors, charge-coupled devices 

(CCDs), and semiconductor photodetectors. However, PMTs have a large volume and high 

fragility, while thermal detectors and CCDs show low speed and wavelength-independent 

response. Contrariwise, semiconductor photodiodes are small and low-cost devices with good 

linearity and sensitivity for high-speed application. Although the most common UV 

photodetectors are silicon-based, these small-bandgap devices suffer from high-energy radiation 

degradation problems, high sensitivity to visible and IR radiation, low directivity, and costly 

optical filters necessary for wavelength selectivity. AlGaN-based photodetectors can overcome 

these problems as they have better spectral selectivity due to the direct bandgap and capability 

of tuning the cut-off wavelength by varying the composition of the ternary alloys. Since the first 

demonstration of GaN-based UV photodetectors by Khan et al.,[298] the GaN and AlGaN 
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photodetectors have shown responsivity and EQE of 0.1 and 0.8 A · W−1 as well as 30 to 40 and 

25% (depending on the wavelength), respectively.[299] A dark current of 8.2 × 10−11 A∕cm2 [300] 

and breakdown voltage of up to 200 V have also been reported for deep-UV AlGaN-based 

devices.[301] However, the current planar AlGaN-based photodetector devices still suffer from 

low crystal quality caused by the lack of lattice-matched substrates, high-dopant activation 

energy, and the polarization field. Unlike InGaN/GaN structures, where the built-in electric field 

is mainly caused by the difference in piezoelectric polarizations of the materials, in AlGaN/GaN 

structures, both piezoelectric and spontaneous polarizations play a crucial role. In fact, the latter 

is dependent on both wells and barrier width. Lefebvre et al. reported a systematic study on 

AlGaN/GaN thickness-dependent wells and barriers. In general, the thinner the well, the less 

pronounced the internal field, hence lower band bending. They proved that, for the barrier as 

thin as 5 nm, carriers tend to escape (in the form of nonradiative recombination processes) from 

thinner wells to thicker wells.[19] An internal field as high as 0.73 MV∕cm was estimated by 

Deguchi et al.[302] on an AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN single quantum well structure, showing low-

emission efficiency. Such fields can be screened by high-free-carrier concentration that can be 

introduced either by injection current or by doping, the latter being advantageous when utilizing 

NWs. In this regard, NWs photodetectors have been studied and demonstrated with remarkable 

results. Other than improved material properties, NWs allow device miniaturization due to their 

small diameter and increased light trapping for enhanced light absorption. In fact, enhanced 

absorptance was studied for optical modes parallel to the NWs axis, exceeding that of planar 

structures.[303] The refractive index contrast also plays a crucial role in the modal resonance 

absorption, causing the optical absorption to be higher than thin film structures.[304]  Moreover, 
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NW photodetectors showed superior sensitivity compared with the planar devices, due to the 

high surface-to-volume ratio that leads to larger photoconductive gain.[305] Among the wide-

bandgap materials, ZnO NWs with a room temperature bandgap of 3.37 eV have been widely 

studied for UV photodetectors and have shown high-photoconductive responses upon exposure 

to UV radiation.[306-308] Responsivity as high as 103 A/W has been reported on n–i–p ZnO NWs 

grown on a GaN template.[309] Single ZnO NW photodetectors have also been demonstrated. 

The high-photoconductive gain of 108 was achieved and an issue related to oxygen surface states 

was addressed, which increases the photocurrent lifetime and the short transit time that results 

from the low dimensionality of the NWs s structure.[310] Despite the achievement, ZnO-based 

materials showed an uncontrollable emission wavelength as a result of unstable p-type ZnO as 

well as the lack of carrier confinement. GaN-based NWs-photodetectors have emerged as a 

stable device with visible- and solarblind properties. Compared with Si-based and carbon 

nanotubes, III–V NW semiconductors have a larger carrier concentration and mobility that are 

fundamental for high-speed devices and a cut-off wavelength that can be adjusted from 365 to 

210 nm. A single GaN NW photodetector was reported showing large UV-to-visible responsivity 

ratio [311, 312] and high responsivity of ∼104 A∕W along with fast response speed.[313] GaN 

NWs ensemble device with responsibility peak of 25 A/W at 357 nm were also 

demonstrated.[314] MOCVD-grown solar-blind AlGaN-based UV-C NWs-photodetectors showed 

responsivity peaks as high as 0.115 A/W [315] and 0.72 A/W for AlGaN nanoflowers.[316]  
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8.2 Results and Discussion 
 

AlGaN-based NWs-photodetectors were grown on metal thin film and measured using the 

responsivity measurement setup shown in Fig. 50(a). The UV light was generated by a xenon–

mercury arc lamp, filtered by Newport monochromator, and focused on the sample stage with 

the illumination area of 3.5 mm × 5.5 mm. The wavelength of incident light can be tuned from 

240 nm to the visible spectrum. The dark current and photogenerated current are collected by 

the Keithley 2400 semiconductor characterization system. The sample structure of the AlGaN-

based NWs having embedded multiple quantum disk (AlGaN MQdisks) is also shown in Fig. 50(b). 

The photocurrent versus voltage plot of the NWs-photodetector as a function of excitation 

wavelength is shown in Fig. 50(c). It can be noticed that the dark current (in black) is relatively 

small, especially at increased voltage values, reaching 5 × 10−9 A at −4 V. The photocurrent is 

measured at different excitation wavelengths at ∼0.5 mW∕cm2, and larger values are obtained 

at a shorter excitation wavelength of 265 nm. As the AlGaN-based NWs-device shows an 

electroluminescence peak at 325 nm when forward biased [Fig. 50(c)], the I − V curves above 

bandgap (at 330 and 400 nm) show negligible photocurrent. The inset shows the reverse and 

forward bias I − V curves of the NWs-device. The performance of a photodetector is mainly 

compared by measuring the responsivity R that can be expressed as: 

𝑅 =  
𝐼𝑝ℎ

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑐
 

where Iph is the photocurrent and Pinc is the incident optical power. The AlGaN-based NWs 

photodetector responsivity versus wavelength at different biases is presented in Fig. 50(d). The 

main peak at 286 nm is ascribed to the absorption at the high Al composition barrier. In fact, the 
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photoluminescence spectra at 10 and 300 K show a similar peak. The other longer wavelength 

peaks at ∼320 and ∼360 nm are attributed to the quantum disks and GaN nucleation layer 

emissions, respectively. The sensitivity of the device is calculated as210 

𝑆 =  
𝐼𝑝ℎ

𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘
 

where Iph and Idark are the photocurrent and the dark current, respectively. At −4 V, S has a value 

of 3.81 × 102. The responsivity value, however, is still lower than previously reported AlGaN 

nanostructures [315, 316] and AlGaN thin film photodetectors.[301, 317] We emphasize that the 

device optimization has not been conducted and a relatively lower voltage was applied compared 

with that of AlGaN-based planar photodetectors.  

8.3 Summary 
 

Therefore, there is still room for large improvement, given the technology infancy of AlGaN-

based NWs-photodetectors. In fact, such nanostructures show the dislocation-free active region 

that not only allows improved photocurrent but enables the NWs growth on low-cost and large 

size silicon substrates. Moreover, the spontaneous AlGaN passivation at the NW sidewalls is 

believed to reduce the SRH nonradiative recombination, hence lowering the device leakage 

current for improved photodetection efficiency. Therefore, the demonstration of NWs-devices 

beyond LEDs development, such as photodetectors, constitutes an important step for advancing 

UV-spectrum semiconductor research toward self-assembled NWs for solar-blind 

photodetectors. 
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Figure 50. (a) The setup for responsivity measurement. (b) The structure of AlGaN-based NWs grown on Ti/TaN/Si. 
(c) Reverse bias current versus voltage curves at the different excitation wavelengths. The inset shows the forward 
bias current versus voltage curve. (d) Responsivity spectra with 0.5 mW/cm2 lamp excitation and photoluminescence 
spectra. 
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CHAPTER 9. Conclusion 

UV light emitting devices started to attract large attention due to a large variety of applications 

such as lighting, water purification, UV-curing, free space communication and chemical 

detection. Specifically, UV III-nitrides, such as AlN and AlGaN, possess the ability to tune the 

wavelength from UV-C to UV-A. Moreover, properties such as high chemical stability, long 

longevity, low cost and environmental friendliness make them very attractive for such different 

applications. However, the relatively low EQE, mainly caused by the lattice mismatch with the 

substrate and the piezoelectric polarization, limit their full utilization in solid state lighting. In this 

regard, research has partially moved to structures that solve these important issues, i.e. NWs. 

Thanks to their dislocation-free and polarization-free properties as well as low dimension and 

silicon-compatible growth, they represent a valid solution. Despite excellent recent works on 

AlGaN UV emitters, carrier injection and power output remain low compare to the more mature 

planar technology. Therefore, design structure engineering is needed to improve on this research 

topic.  

Chapter 1 gives an overview of the UV light-emitting devices and introduces the motivation and 

the significance of the thesis, as well as the main contribution to the field. 

Chapter 2 introduces the III-nitride material system structure and properties, and highlights the 

thin-film drawbacks in AlGaN-based devices. The NWs structures are then presented as viable 

solution. I show an overview of UV NWs LEDs and LDs with an emphasis on the growth of these 

light-emitters on metal thin films for enhanced electrical conductivity and current injection 

compared to the Si substrate-based devices. Moreover, the p-contact issue is analyzed in details 
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and a summary of the most recent designs to overcome the absorption and carrier injection is 

reviewed.  

The passivation and surface treatment of NWs requires particular attention due to the large 

surface-to-volume ratio of such structures that causes large non-radiative recombination. In this 

regard, organic and inorganic approaches are described to enhance the device performance.  

Finally, the growth of III-nitride NWs using plasma-assisted MBE and its most important 

parameters are presented. 

Characterization techniques are discussed in Chapter 3. The material properties are first analyzed 

using optical tools such as electron microscopes, PL and AFM. Subsequently, the fabrication of 

the device, performed in the cleanroom and is based on the photolithography processes, is 

described. The electrical characterization setups in our laboratory used to test the fabricated 

devices are also presented. 

Modelling tools such as Nextnano and COMSOL Multiphysics used to simulate the carrier 

dynamics and heating effects respectively, are briefly described.  

In Chapter 4, the growth and characterization of UV-A AlGaN-based NWs LEDs on metal bi-layer 

(Ti/TaN) on Si are discussed. Such structure overcomes the interdiffusion and delamination 

problems faced during the growth of the devices on metal/silicon, and improves the electrical 

conductivity and current injection. Moreover, the potential barrier for carrier injection and 

phonon transport is eliminated along with the formation of interfacial silicide that led to device 

failure. We reduced the RMS roughness by 16 × compared to Ti/Si substrate and we obtained 

improved NWs uniformity and current density. Therefore, this  study  solves  some  key  

technology  challenges  in  allowing  practical  exploitation  of  silicon  substrate  for quantum-
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confined AlGaN NWs devices, thus enabling reliable and facile fabrication of  reduced  

polarization  field  UV-LED  on  scalable  substrate. 

Chapter 5 shows the optimization and reliability test of quantum-confined AlGaN NWs LEDs. The 

devices are grown on Si substrate and three different design structures are compared. By 

thinning the QDs thickness of GaN, we managed to shift the emission wavelength to ~ 335 nm. 

QDs thickness, graded layer and p-contact layer thickness are varied. 100× improvement in the 

radiative recombination rate was achieved for the sample with thicker QDs due to the larger 

carrier density. Moreover, 10× in the optical power is shown for the sample with thinner p-GaN 

contact layer due to the reduced UV absorption. On this sample, reliability measurement 

revealed the increase in non-radiative recombination centers after soft stress test and the higher 

crystallinity (before stress) of NWs compared to planar structures. 

The diode junction temperature of the AlGaN NWs LEDs grown on metal bi-layer and Si is 

compared in Chapter 6. The junction temperature is an important parameter that affects optical 

power, efficiency and reliability of the device. We used the forward voltage and the peak-shift 

method to extract the junction temperature values. Lower temperature was obtained for the 

sample grown on Ti/TaN due to the better electrical-to-optical energy conversion and reduced 

Joule heating caused by the absence of SiNx at the semiconductor/substrate interface. Lower 

values are also achieved using IR camera. Finally, comparison with planar AlGaN and GaN LEDs 

on sapphire demonstrated the better lateral and vertical heat dissipation through the substrate. 

Chapter 7 discusses the nanoscale characterization of AlGaN NWs LEDs after surface treatment. 

c-AFM and KPFM techniques are used to analyze the current injection and semiconductor/metal 

CPD. KOH solution is used to remove the surface oxide and enables 10× higher current injection 
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compared to as-grown samples. Lower turn-on voltage of 5 V, series resistance and three-fold 

lower CPD are also obtained for the treated-samples. Fabricated devices confirmed the nanoscale 

characterization results, resulting in better electrical and optical performance. Therefore, 15 % 

improvement in the injection efficiency was calculated for the treated sample.  

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the recent advances of solar-blind PDs nanostructures and shows 

the development of AlGaN-based NWs PD on metal bi-layer. The highest responsivity peak at 286 

nm is due to the absorption from the AlGaN QB, while other peaks at 320 nm and 360 nm are 

attributed to the absorption from the QDs and GaN nucleation layer. Despite the relatively low 

responsivity values, such work aims to give the foundation for the demonstration of low-cost and 

dislocation-free nanostructured solar blind PD, and to advance the UV semiconductor community 

to explore devices beyond light emitters. 

 

Future outlook 
 

Additional experiments and projects towards improving the AlGaN NWs performance can be 

further developed as follow.  

Despite the improved optical power measured in the NWs grown on Ti/TaN/Si compared to the 

Ti/Si and Si substrates, the values are still relatively low compared to the planar devices. 

Moreover, the EQE is several order of magnitude smaller. Several works on NWs with 

polarization-induced doping structures have demonstrated showing promising device 

performance. Therefore, the combination of such structures with the optimized NWs active 

region shown in Chapter 5 and the growth on highly conductive thin metal substrates as shown 

in Chapter 4, will eventually increase the light-emitting performance. Moreover, the growth of 
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these device structures on metal thin films can then be aimed towards shorter wavelength (UV-

B and UV-C), especially due to the fact that increasing the Al concentration, the contact resistance 

increases and the absorption of Si in the UV range rises. 

Another important issue that needs to be solved is the device stability. III-nitride materials are 

known for the large stability and reliability. However, NWs devices are not as reliable as the 

planar ones after prolonged operation. Considering the study performed in Chapter 5, it is clear 

that the degradation happens mainly in the active region. It is then necessary to study the main 

causes of such degradation and to optimize the structure for long-life devices. For example, the 

junction temperature can be studied as a function of the active region thickness and the 

recombination mechanism can then be evaluated.  

One of the main issues in NWs devices is the injection efficiency as shown in Chapter 7. Especially 

in AlGaN-based devices, where the contact resistance is high, improvement in the carrier 

injection is of primary importance. Despite we were able to improve the injection efficiency by 

15 % by treating the surface with KOH, more work is required to enhance the injection efficiency 

and subsequently the EQE. Improved p-doping as well as alternative contacts can be 

implemented, such as 2D materials, due to their high later conductivity. Mxene, graphene, MoS2, 

etc., could be used to increase the current spreading and to enable a higher number of NWs to 

be injected. However, careful consideration needs to be taken into account regarding the UV 

absorption of such materials, hence thin enough layers could be the right approach. 

As mentioned above, improving the optical power of the NWs devices is important for different 

applications. For example, UV light can be used as excitation source to obtain white light from 

phosphors materials and for data communication. None of these has been demonstrated in UV-
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based NWs, and in order to develop such technology and bridge the gap with the planar 

materials, advances in these fields become essential. 

Electrically injected UV NWs LD is one of the research topics that attracts large attention. Since 

the demonstration of the InGaN-based NWs LD by Bhattacharya’s group in Michigan, some works 

started to appear, specially on AlGaN-based random lasers and only very recently Mi’s group 

published a UV-A AlGaN NWs LD based on substrate patterning. However, improvement on the 

optical power is still needed. In fact, the large scattering due to the self-assembled growth of 

NWs highly hampers the light extraction and increases the losses of the devices. Therefore, 

selective area growth is considered a promising technique towards the demonstration of AlGaN 

NWs LDs. Other than LDs, superluminescent diodes can also be taken into account when looking 

into different light-emitting devices.    

Finally, due to the higher performance of the non-polar and semipolar devices compared to the 

polar ones, managing to growth such orientations in NWs could open new opportunities for high-

power optoelectronic devices. In fact, despite the NWs show reduced spontaneous and 

piezoelectric polarization fields, it has been reported that they are not polarization-free, and the 

devices are still affected by these fields. However, this research topic can be highly challenging 

due to the polar growth nature of the NWs.  
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